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This thesis reports on an investigation of flow patterns in

shallow geothermal wells in Klamath Falls, Oregon, Although

wells have been extensively used in the area, the exact nature of

the flows in the wells has not been characterized.

Flow characterization is a principal object of this study.

Horizontal crossflows of geothermal fluid may occur at upper and/or

lower levels in the well where perforations in the well casing are

situated. In addition, natural convection may induce vertical flows

within the well casing which would be influenced by the presence or

absence of a heat exchanger.

Preliminary vertical flow measurements were made with a

type of turbinemeter called a "spinner" which was calibrated in a

vertical pipe. This type of instrument had limitations in regard to

the overall objectives of the study in that (i) the spinner partially



blocked flow in the well, possibly altering flow patterns and rates,

and (ii) the spinner could not detect or measure horizontal flows.

In order to obtain a more satisfactory flow-measuring method,

a literature search on flow measurement in confined spaces was

undertaken. As a result of the search, a hot-film anemometer was

selected to make the detailed flow measurements.

The hot-film anemometer was a two-sensor probe that was

calibrated in a special calibration system. The high-temperature

water in the system was pressurized so that local boiling would not

occur at the heated hot-film surface. A number of difficulties

occurred with the probe during calibration, possibly due to the

severe environment.

Measurements of vertical and horizontal flows were attempted

on a single cased well with no downhole heat exchanger. A steel cage

was built to provide protection for the probe when in the well.

Vertical flow measurements showed agreement with past analytical

work and also confirmed the effect of spinner flow blockages.

Turbulence in the lower perforation region was detected with the

vertical flow Measuring channel. Turbulence in the tower

perforation region was again detected with the horizontal flow

measuring channel. There was difficulty in separating horizontal

and vertical flow components. No evidence of high horizontal

velocities was found.



Recommendations were made to modify the instrumentation

to enable better separation of horizontal and vertical velocities.
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NOMENCLATURE

A, B, k constants in anemometer heat transfer equation

bp, b
1

constants in interpolation equation for probe resistance
as a function of temperature

C(t) concentration of volume elements of brine-tracing
solution per unit volume of geothermal fluid

D cylinder or pipe diameter

DHE downhole heat exchanger

EA anemometer bridge output voltage

ET Thermocouple voltage

Ff flowmeter frequency

F
VFC

voltage-to-frequency convertor frequency

K Pitot tube pressure transducer readout calibration
p factor

KVFC
voltage-to-frequency convertor conversion factor

n rate at which vortices are shed

N number of equally- sized volume elements of a brine
tracing solution injected into the borehole

P
d

Pp

Pr

actual (uncorrected) power dissipated by the hot-film
sensor

sensor power dissipation corrected for probe and fluid
temperature variations

Pitot tube pressure transducer readout

Prandtl number, p,c/k, where p, is viscosity, c is
specific heat, and k here is thermal conductivity

Q volumetric flow rate



Rc

RR.
c,

Rc, s

resistance of anemometer probe cable

cable resistance of channel "i"

resistance of the shorted cable, not including the test
lead resistance

. cable resistance for channel "i" measured at 21°C by
c, anemometer manufacturer

R' resistance of the shorted cable measured at 21 oC byc, s the anemometer manufacturer

Re resistance of test leads

Re
D Reynolds number, DV /y , based on diameter

R resistance of hot-film sensor
p

Rp,
d

probe resistance at temperature Tp,
d

Rplug,
c

resistance added by octal connector to shorted cable

Rplug, i resistance added by octal connector to cable of anemo-
meter channel "i"

R1

R2

R3

S

SWL

tl' t
2

resistance of shorted cable plus test leads

control resistance in anemometer electronics

200n, + 0. 1% fixed resistor in anemometer electronics
bridge

40,0, + 0. 1% fixed resistor in anemometer electronics
bridge

Strouhal number, nD/V

standing water level, the distance below the earth's
surface that water is encountered in a well

times which encompass the passage of a brine slug past
a conductivity-measuring station in a wellbore

TA ambient air temperature determined from mercury
the



Tf bulk fluid temperature

Tf, a actual bulk fluid temperature

Tf,
d desired bluk fluid temperature

THg water temperature determined from mercury thermo-
meter

T probe temperature

Tp, a actual operating temperature of probe

Tp,
d

desired operating temperature of probe

V fluid velocity

Vair velocity threshold or limit in air for a velocity-
measuring instrument

V velocity threshold or limit in water for a velocity-water measuring instrument

VFC voltage-to-frequency convertor

Pair density of air

ewater density of water

kinematic viscosity

E electric field intensity

B magnetic field flux density



FLOW MEASUREMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION IN
SHALLOW GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS USED FOR

DOWNHOLE HEAT EXCHANGER
APPLICATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The largest non-electrical use of geothermal energy in the

United States, and the largest application of downhole heat exchangers

in the world, is found in Klamath Falls on the east side of the Cascade

Mountains in southwestern Oregon. The space heating requirements,

and also the energy needs for some hot water and industrial pro-

cesses, are supplied by this resource from about 400 wells to

500 buildings (1974 figures) [1].

The geothermal energy at Klamath Falls is derived from

shallow low-temperature wells, generally 30 to 120 m deep and having

water temperatures of about 100 o
C. Present geothermal installa-

tions are made solely on the basis of past experience; the wells have

never really been analyzed from an engineering viewpoint.

This thesis is the result of work undertaken as part of a

larger project performed for the United States Energy Research and

Development Administration. The purpose of the larger project is

three-fold:

(1) Determine when the use of a downhole heat exchanger is

feasible, both technically and economically.



2,

(2) Find the information about any particular well that is necessary

input for a downhole heat exchanger design.

(3) Make future downhole heat exchanger designs that are improved

over present models.

Specifically, the project will determine limitations on energy

extraction from the wells and find ways to increase the well energy

utilization efficiency, i.e., try and obtain more energy from each well

so less capital investment per unit of energy output is required.

Mathematical modeling of well heat transfer processes and experi-

mental evaluation of different heat exchanger designs are to be

performed.

Before mathematical modeling and heat exchanger evaluation

portions of the project were begun, however, more knowledge about

fluid flow processes inside the wells was necessary. Patterns of

water flows inside the wells influence the type of mathematical model

to be used and also possibly determine design improvements to be

made in the downhole heat exchangers. This thesis describes work

done to obtain information about the flow processes in these geo-

thermal wells.

In order to fully place this work in perspective, the author

feels that the reader should be given a general knowledge of the

different types of geothermal systems found around the world, as

well as what occurs at Klamath Falls. After this is done, early
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experimental work to clarify the flow characterization problem is

described, along with limitations inherent in the method used. Then

a literature search undertaken to find more acceptable flow measure-

ment instrumentation is summarized. The chosen instrumentation,

its calibration, and its use are described. The results and inter-

pretations of field measurements are then reported and conclusions

drawn about the geothermal fluid flow characteristics in the well.
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND
PRESENTATION OF PROBLEM

2.1. Geothermal Energy Defined

Geothermal energy is energy that is ultimately derived from

heat originating from radioactivity within the earth. Calculations

have shown [2] that this energy is not left over from the heat of the

earth's formation; this energy would have long ago been conducted

to the surface and lost.

2.2. Types of Geothermal Energy

In order to better understand what is found at Klamath Falls,

let us examine the different systems in which geothermal energy is

found. There are four such systems:

(1) Hot igneous systems occur in areas of young volcanic activity,

and consist of very hot rock that may or may not be molten.

These systems are relatively plentiful in the Cascades and

Sierra Nevada, while only a few have been found in the Rocky

Mountains.

(2) Areas with large temperature gradients beneath the surface

show promise for geothermal energy extraction. Such areas

are examples of unusually strong conduction-dominated systems;

energy is derived directly from heat conducted through rock.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories and others are currently
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looking at ways to develop hot igneous and conduction-

dominated systems.

(3) Geopressured systems are high-pressure water systems con-

taining dissolved gas. They are found in the Gulf Coast region

of the United States on the continental shelf, usually less than

3000 m below sea level. This resource is very desirable

because of the high pressures (up to 13.8 MPa) and dissolved

natural gas that are present.

(4) Water serves as the energy transport fluid in hydrothermal

convective systems. Depending on whether the system's water

exists primarily as steam or liquid or saturated liquid-steam

mixture, the system is said to be either vapor-dominated or

liquid-dominated. Significant electrical generation from a

vapor-dominated system occurs at The Geysers near San

Francisco. There are many scattered locations around the

world where hydrothermal systems are used for non-electrical

applications such as residential and commercial space heating

and some industrial processes. The resource at Klamath

Falls is a liquid-dominated hydrothermal convective system.

2.3. Klamath Falls

2.3.1. Geological Description

The Klamath Falls Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA)
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is about 80 km long by 16 km wide, extending southeast from Crater

Lake. Much of the area is situated within a graben, an area of the

earth's surface surrounded on at least two sides by faults. Many

faults perpendicular to the surface and extending down into the earth's

crust are found in the area [3].

Figure 2.1 shows how some geologists believe the Klamath Falls

faults serve as paths for movement of geothermal fluid (water).

Note the existence of two convection cells. The lower cell has been

hypothesized but never found by drilling, while the upper cell is

tapped by wells. A heat source deep within the earth heats water in

the lower cell, causing it to rise in liquid and/or steam form along the

faults. Lower cell water cools as water in the upper convection cell

is heated, and then returns to the heat source to complete the circuit.

Water in the upper cell, having been heated, rises further along the

faults until it begins to flow horizontally through permeable strata.

As it does so it is cooled by the rocks and by cold ground water

seeping down from above. Like the lower convection cell, the cooled

water in the upper cell then sinks down through fault zones and com-

pletes its cycle. Water to supply the two convection cells probably

originates as seepage from the Cascades, Crater Lake, Upper Klamath

Lake, and hills to the east of Klamath Falls [ 4].
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2.3.2. Use of Wells and Their Construction

Wells have been used as a source of heat and hot water in

Klamath Falls since about 1920. Wells were drilled with cable rigs,

as they are to this day, and plunger pumps were used to extract hot

water directly from the wells. It was not until the late 1920's that the

ability of a downhole heat exchanger to develop thermosyphoning was

recognized, thereby eliminating the need for pumps [5] .

Figure 2.2 shows a close-up cross-sectional view of the

shallower well of Figure 2.1. Wells are usually drilled using cable

rigs capable of drilling up to 3.7 m per day, depending on rock hard-

ness. Temperature measurements are taken continuously and

recorded to determine cold and hot regions. Locations of free-

flowing water, found by noting a lack of drill cuttings in the bailing

bucket, are also noted. Drilling continues until a layer of free-

flowing hot water is found, usually 1 to 6 m thick. A steel casing

which is 5 to 10 cm smaller in diameter than a typical 30 cm diameter

wellbore is placed in the well, lining the bore completely from top to

bottom. Perforations in the form of slits about 0.5 cm to 1.3 cm

wide by 15 to 30 cm high are cut by a blow torch before the casing is

installed. They are spaced around the circumference of the casing and

stacked in rows (see Figure 2. 3) on the casing corresponding to the depth

where the hot water aquifer was found. Such slits permit free flow of hot

water into and out of the casing. A 2. 5 to 5 cm diameter steel water
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pipe, bent back on itself, is then lowered into the well. A short

section usually less than 1 m long is fitted to the lower end to help

keep the pipe out of the mud at the bottom of the well and also to

catch corrosion which forms inside the pipe once the well has been

placed in operation. The entire piping installation in the well, which

is connected to the inlet and outlet of a building's heating system, is

called a downhole heat exchanger (DHE), a "coil," or a "heating
loop."

Water circulation inside the DHE pipe takes place as follows

(see Figure 2.2): Water on one side of the DHE is heated and there-

fore rises, sucking cool water into the DHE from the heating system

outlet. The cool water, in turn, sinks to the bottom of the DHE, is

heated, and rises up the other side. This cycle, called thermo-

syphoning, can produce 0.95 to 1.58 1/s flows without the aid of a

circulating pump [6]. Such pumps, however, are required in cooler

wells or in wells used to heat larger structures.
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2.4. Description of Present Problem

As previously mentioned, more information must be obtained

about flow patterns inside the wellbores. At the beginning of this

work it was felt that there were four basic possibilities for these

flow patterns (refer to Figure 2.4):

(1) Figure 2.4(a) shows flow in through perforations at one level

from the aquifer at that level and out through perforations at

another level to the aquifer at that level.

(2) Flows may pass from the aquifer, through the perforations on

one side of the casing, out the perforations on the other side of

the casing, and back into the same aquifer they entered the

casing from. This is shown in Figure 2.4(b).

(3) Figure 2.4(c) depicts convective flow inside the casing in the

absence of a heat exchanger. Hot water enters the casing

through perforations in the bottom and rises, cooling slightly as

it does so, At the top perforations the flow exits and heads

down in the space between the well wall and the outside of the

casing. The flow is cooled more because of the relatively cool

well walls. As the bottom nears, however, the well wall

temperature increases to the point where the water is heated

again. The water reaches the bottom perforations, enters the

casing, and the circuit is completed. As in circulation within

a DHE, this action is called "thermosyphoning."
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(4) A case similar to the previous one, except for the addition of a

DHE, is shown in Figure 2.4(d). Since energy is being taken

from the well water by the DHE, well water cooling will be

much greater now; the water will be cooled fast enough so that

it flows down inside the casing and out through the bottom per-

forations. The water then rises up the outside of the casing,

being heated at the same time. Re-entry into the casing occurs

at the top perforations, and the cycle is completed.

2.5, Tasks to Be Performed

Initial measurements of vertical flow will be made in both

cased and uncased wells with an instrument called a "spinner."

Uncased well data may indicate whether there is any measurable

natural movement of water between hot water aquifers. Cased well

data will tell us if there is indeed any measurable vertical flow in

the casing when no heat exchanger is present.

However, limitations in the spinner will require finding an

instrument to make more detailed flow measurements in the wells.

After a literature search on flow measurement in confined spaces

is completed, the information obtained from the search will be

combined with spinner measurement results to facilitate selection of

such a probe. The initial spinner measurements may aid the selec-

tion of the probe by indicating what the flow ranges will be and also
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whether horizontal flow is likely. Data for both horizontal and

vertical flows will then be taken with the new instrument and inter-

preted to try and determine the fluid transport processes inside the

wells.
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III. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL WORK

In order to obtain preliminary information about flows in the

wells, both temperature profiles and vertical flowrates as a function

of depth were measured in cased and uncased wells.

3.1. Temperature Measurements

Culver et al. [7] obtained vertical temperature profiles in

several wells. Measurements were made with a 300 kn. Yellow

Springs Electronics No. 44014 thermistor potted in epoxy [8]. Most

of the data were taken from cased wells. The most useful informa-

tion, however, was produced by wells which were tested both before

and after casing installation. Figure 3.1 shows water temperature

as a function of well depth for a 58 m deep, 25.4 cm diameter well-

bore before and after the installation of a 21.9 cm diameter casing.

The uncased temperature profile probably is indicative of the ground's

temperature profile. Notice the large difference in temperatures

(in excess of 50oC) at the static water level (SWL) before and after

casing installation. Well logs show that the region of relatively

constant temperature at the bottom of the well corresponds to a

layer of pumice with hot water flow between 54.6 and 58 m depth.

The small top-to-bottom temperature difference after casing installa-

tion, compared to the large difference before installation, indicates

the existence of large vertical water movements in the well which
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tend to keep well temperatures nearly constant with depth. Similar

results were obtained in another well 61 m deep, and shown in

Figure 3.2. Detailed well-drilling data were not available for this

well, so no wellbore and casing diameter can be given, but the same

general results are evident.

3.2. Flow Measurements

3.2.1. Spinner Description

To make preliminary measurements of vertical flow within the

wells, a common instrument called a "spinner" was used. Referring

to Figure 3.3, the spinner is a long, steel tube about 1 m in length

with a 7, 6 cm inside diameter. A four-bladed aluminum turbine

is located inside the top end of the tube. The spinner is suspended

inside the well on a steel cable connected to a structure (shown in

Figure 3.4) containing a winch and a depth-indicating meter. As

water flows up or down the wellbore, some will flow through the

tube and cause the vane anemometer to turn. Inside a small inter-

changeable canister connected to the top end of the turbine shaft

there is either a magnetic or "cat's whisker" switch (both were

available and used) which sends one electrical signal to the surface

through a wire inside the steel cable for each revolution of the

turbine.
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Figure 3.3. Spinner

with calibration shroud.

Figure 3.4. Aluminum structure for support of spinner cable.
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3.2.2. Spinner Calibration

The spinner was calibrated by suspending it in a 20 cm diameter,

3 m high vertical pipe as shown in Figure 3.5. Water was passed

through the pipe in the upward direction at various known flow rates.

The maximum average velocity inside the standpipe which could be

produced from our water supply was about 2. 9 cm/s, which was

insufficient to consistently rotate the spinner. To increase flow

through the spinner tube, rubber foam insulation was wrapped

around the outside of the tube to form a shroud (Figure 3. 3) that,

together with the spinner, fit tightly in the calibration standpipe.

Now nearly all of the water flowed through the spinner, rather than

around it. This allowed the spinner to be calibrated from the point

at which it would just barely turn consistently to velocities of 20.6

cm /s in the spinner tube.

A diagram of the spinner calibration system is shown in

Figure 3. 6. Water flow rate through the spinner was determined by

weighing 18 to 32 kg of water over periods of time ranging from about

25 to 220 s. Spinner revolutions over the same period of time were

totalized by a digital counter. Calibration curves of average velocity

inside the spinner tube versus spinner revolutions per minute were

obtained and are displayed in Figure 3.7. Different curves were

obtained for the "c t s whisker" and magnetic spinners because of
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Figure 3.5. Spinner calibration.
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different blade pitches and also differing loads placed on the vane

anemometer by each of these switch types.

The spinner was calibrated at water temperatures of about

13
oC. Well temperatures, on the other hand, are much higher.

Errors in flow measurements in the hot-water wells at about 100°C

when using spinner calibration curves obtained at 13 oC should be

less than 5%, since the spinner is a volumetric flowmeter and 5% is

the approximate change in water density between 13o and 100o C.

Some calibration runs at low flow rates and water temperatures up to

90
oC were made, but no significant difference between these results
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and those at 13 oC were observed. Larger flow rates could not be

tested because of limitations on the heat exchanger used for heating

the water.

3.2.3. Use of Spinner and Results

Realizing that the same difficulties would be experienced in

well measurements as in calibration (i.e., insufficient flow through

the spinner to cause it to rotate), a special shroud was constructed

to block water flow in the well and force it through the spinner (see

Figure 3.8). The two aluminum collars with welded-on flanges were

slid tightly up and held in place with set screws against a thick sheet

rubber disk 20 to 30 cm in diameter, depending on the well diameter.

Then two thin sheet aluminum cones, one for each sleeve, were

installed to streamline the sleeves to make them less likely to hang

up on any obstructions present in the well.

The results of the first well to be carefully measured with the

spinner are shown in Figure 3. 9. Average velocities in the 30.5 cm

diameter well casing of up to 1.14 cm/s were recorded. Note that

velocities are very low outside the zone between the top and bottom

groups of perforations, suggesting that water is flowing in and out of

the perforations. There was no spinner reading between the SWL

(14 m) and the region near the shallowest set of perforations. The

reason for the increase in indicated flow with depth is unknown.
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Figure 3.8. Spinner with shroud for well measurements.
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Perhaps the shroud makes a tighter seal as the spinner descends into

the well or water leaks out of the casing where the casing sections are

welded together. It is possible that well temperatures could affect

the bearings in the vane anemometer shaft, but this effect was never

observed in the laboratory.

Because the exact reason for the increase in spinner reading

with depth could not be determined, flow rates found from the calibra-

tiontion curves may not be accurate. Therefore, results in Figures 3. 9

1 Calculations based on observation of the tightness of the shroud seal
to the inside of the casing show that up to about 10% of the flow could
bypass the spinner tube by flowing around the shroud. Such flow
would not be registered by the spinner, leading to an underestimation
of the flow. In an uncased well up to 20% of the flow could leak
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and 3.10 are presented in terms of spinner revolutions per minute as

well as average estimated velocity. Figure 3.10 shows results for a

well both before and after casing.

Before the well was cased, velocity was very low, nearly

unmeasurable. In fact, this was the only uncased well that we

measured that showed any evidence of vertical flow. After the casing

was installed, flows over ten times larger than in the uncased well

were measured. As in Figure 3. 9, the cased well had no measurable

flow until the region near or between the two perforation zones was

reached.

With one exception, the absence of vertical flow in uncased

wells suggests that there are only small, if any, flows from one

aquifer to another inside the wellbore.

3. 2. 4. Limitations of Spinner

The results obtained using the spinner are useful because they

indicate little or no vertical water movement in uncased wells but

show that there must be sizable vertical flows present in cased wells.

However, the shroud blocks the well, thus possibly altering natural

around the spinner. These calculations are based only on cross-
sectional areas available for flow and do not take into account any
effects which may be caused by pressure drop across the
spinner.
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flow patterns inside the well. Also, the spinner cannot detect

horizontal flows.

At the beginning of the project it was felt that some type of

hot-film or hot-wire sensor could be used to measure horizontal

and vertical flows. The next chapter summarizes a literature search

which was made to confirm or deny this hypothesis and also to find

other types of fluid-velocity-measuring devices suitable for use in

confined spaces that might be applicable to our problem.
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IV. REVIEW OF POTENTIAL MEASURING METHODS

To overcome the two main spinner limitations--blockage of

the wellbore and inability to detect horizontal flows across the bore- -

a literature search was undertaken to find a more appropriate fluid

flow or velocity measuring method. Several types of instruments

were examined, each belonging to one of the following classifications.

(1) Instruments which sense velocity pressure.

(2) Inferential flowmeters, which include all turbine-type flow

measuring devices.

(3) Electromagnetic flowmeters, which rely on an electrical

potential induced by fluid motion through a magnetic field.

(4) Tracer methods, which involve following the progress of

material injected into the fluid flow.

(5) Thermal methods, which determine flow rate or velocity by

measuring the amount of heat transferred from a heated surface

to the moving fluid.

(6) Miscellaneous types.

4. 1. Velocity Pressure Me thods

4.1.1 Fiber Anemometer

The fiber anemometer consists of a cantilevered flexible fiber.

The deflection of the fiber is a function of the fluid's velocity. There
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has, however, been no suitable recording system developed for this

device except for observation through a microscope, which is clearly

not possible in a wellbore [9].

4.1.2 . Differential Pressure Methods

Differential pressure velocity instruments usually belong to one

of two families: impact (pitot-type) devices and in-line (orifices,

venturis) applications. The latter, of course, are not useful for

wellbores.

Simple pitot tubes must, like many flow-measuring instruments,

be oriented into the flow. Difficulties in measuring velocities below

6 to 30 cm/s in water with pitot tubes have been reported by Perry,

Lane and Keller [10, 11]. Differential pressure transducers available

to the author were capable of accurately measuring pressure differ-

entials down to about 21.7 Pa. Water at 93°C must have a velocity

of 21 cm/s to produce this pressure difference between the stagnation

and static holes of a simple pitot tube, which means that pitot tubes

have insufficient sensitivity for use in our wells.

Claw- and spherical-type sensors were among the first pitot

probes which could determine velocity magnitude and direction[ 12,

13] . Flow direction was found by using a null system wherein the

probe was adjusted along two perpendicular directions until it pointed
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in the flow direction. This direction was then read from protractor

scales referenced to the perpendicular directions.

Lee and Ash [14] developed a five-hole three-dimensional

spherical pitot probe which measures velocity magnitude and direction

without probe readjustment. The probe was 8.89 cm long and 1.27

cm in diameter, with the actual sensor portion protruding 4.61 cm

out from the side of the probe body. Thus the probe is small enough

to use in a well. However, a water velocity of 26 cm/s (at 93°C) is

required to operate the sensor.

All of the above instruments have velocity thresholds too high

for our purposes. All would be subject to contamination of the

pressure holes by particles suspended in the water, and there is a

potential problem with gas bubbles in the very long lines from the

receiving tubes.

Tanney [15] describes a velocity sensor which ejects a free jet

normal to the main flow and has two receiving total head tubes

opposite the free jet nozzle and oriented towards the jet (see

Figure 4. 1). The nozzle-to-receiver spacing is usually greater than

15 initial jet diameters, and the jet velocity must be at least one order

of magnitude greater than the crossflow velocity of the measured

fluid. Fluid movement causes spreading of the jet and decreasing

jet velocity as distance from the nozzle increases. The amount of

this spreading depends on the fluid velocity and is measured by the
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differential pressure between the two receiving heads. This differ-

ential pressure is relatively large and hence easily measured. It

ranges from 0 to 12.4 kPa over the working range of the instrument,

depending on the pressure of the supply jet, and is proportional to

the crossflow velocity between 1.52 and 30.5 cm/s. 2 If higher

velocities must be measured, a ruggedized version of the jet velocity

sensor is used. Instrument calibration has little sensitivity to fluid

temperature and density. Calibration is, however, affected by the

pressure of the supply jet. Direction (up or down) of vertical flow

in the wellbore could be determined with this sensor. A jet velocity

sensor for two-dimensional flow has also been developed [16]. In all,

five tubes are required for this, versus three tubes for the one-

dimensional flow sensor. The instrument can be made resistant to

contamination and corrosion. For use in a well, the supply pres-

sure must be precisely controlled to give constant jet flow rate, or

the calibration will change. As with pitot tubes, there is a potential

problem with air bubbles in the lines coming from the receiving

tubes.

Of the pressure-related methods, Tanney's appears the most

promising.

2 This velocity range is the working range of the instrument.
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4.1.3. Deflecting-Vane Anemometers

Deflecting-vane anemometers, like pitot tubes, measure the

velocity pressure, V2/2, caused by the flow. Unlike the pitot tube,

the deflecting vane anemometer measures the velocity pressure by

letting the fluid impinge on a vane which is mounted on jeweled bear-

ings but is prevented from rotating freely by a delicate spring. Used

in air flows, these vanes have been reported to have working ranges

of 7.62 to 9144 cm/s [17]. Extrapolated to water, this range is

0.27 to 320 cm/s, clearly encompassing the limits of our work. 3

(Required vane size for the lower sensitivity was not given.) The

larger the vane, the greater is its sensitivity.

Head and Surrey [18] described a vane anemometer consisting

of a 0 to 0.5 mA moving-coil ammeter; the movement is connected

to an arm extending from a 10.16 cm square vane, giving a total

vane area of 103 cm2. A current is fed to the ammeter coil that

produces the necessary torque to balance torque created by the

velocity pressure of the fluid on the vane. Head and Surrey report a

measurement range of 6.10 to 122 cm/s in air, which corresponds

to 0.22 to 4.3 cm/s in water. The upper velocity limit is probably

3The velocity limits for air were extrapolated to those for water by
noting that for a given velocity pressure, the water velocity is
related to the corresponding air velocity by

Q. air
V V .water water air
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too low for use in our wells, but this can be adjusted by varying the

area of the vane or the ammeter sensitivity. For well use, a trans-

ducer would have to be developed to enable an observer at the surface

to tell when the ammeter arm was balanced. A feedback-transducer

system could also be used.

Two vanes would be required for directional capability, each

connected to a transducer that converts angular position to an electri-

cal signal.

The author believes that a deflecting-vane anemometer small

enough to measure well water velocities could be developed. Special

attention would have to be paid to the anemometer deflection trans-

ducer or feedback-transducer system so that well pressures and high

temperatures would not be damaging.

4.2, Inferential Meters

Inferential flowmeters, which include the turbineme ter family,

are those flowmeters where the moving element is a multi-blade

rotor mounted on a spindle. The rotor's speed of rotation is deter-

mined by fluid velocity, rotor size, and also the physical dimensions

of the enclosure in which the rotor might be mounted [19]. Inferential

meters are quite widely used in oceanographic work. Many inferen-

tial meters are in-line instruments and will therefore not be con-

sidered here. Spinners are inferential meters.
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Dextraze [20] reports the use of a three-impeller system to

measure three-dimensional flows. Carbide-jewel bearings were used

in the impellers. No information was given on the instrument's

size or sensitivity. The evaluation and testing program for the

device concentrated on lowering the threshold velocity of the turbines.

Sunblad [21] describes a Savnoius rotor, useful for measuring hori-

zontal flows, with a velocity threshold of 2.5 cm/s. The rotor used

is quite large, 20 cm wide by 100 cm high. Richardson and Gaul [22]

report that Savonius rotors can be constructed so that rotation begins

at water velocities of about 0.5 cm/s, which is sufficiently sensitive

for our purposes.

It is not clear that Savonius rotors, small enough for use in

wells and to detect crossftows in a relatively small area, would have

sufficiently low velocity thresholds. A Savonius rotor of the appro-

priate size would have to be constructed and tested to answer this

question. One problem is that it is difficult to eliminate enough

friction from the bearings [23]. Turbinemeters present nearly a

clear passage to the fluid, and thus a relatively large flow velocity is

required to overcome friction and inertia before the turbine begins

rotating [24].

4.3. Electromagnetic Flowmeter s

Electromagnetic flowmeters can be used to measure the flow of

any fluid with a conductivity greater than 10 µS /cm [25] . (One
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measurement made in Klamath Falls found the geothermal fluid to

have a conductivity greater than 1000 µS /cm [26] ). They have been

used to measure velocities in fluids such as water, blood, and various

chemicals [27].

The basic electromagnetic flowmeter consists of a conduit con-

structed of nonmagnetic material and lined on the inside with an

electrical insulator. 4 Saddle coils to produce a magnetic field are

mounted diametrically opposed on the outside of the conduit. Elec-

trodes are placed flush with the inside of the insulating lining, again

diametrically opposed. A line drawn through the electrodes is at

right angles to the axis of the coils. As the fluid moves with velocity

V through the magnetic field 73, an electric field r is produced

according to E = V x B. The electric field creates a potential differ-

ence between the two electrodes. This potential difference is a

measure of the fluid velocity [29] .

Shercliff [30] was the first researcher to show that electro-

magnetic flowmeters do not always measure the average fluid

velocity; the device is sensitive to the velocity profile. Shercliff

recommends the use of a narrow, rectangular channel if results

4The conductivity of the measured fluid must be much greater than
that of the pipe liner. Only then will there be insignificant influence
of fluid electrical conductivity and electrical permittivity on flow-
meter readings [28].
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independent of velocity profile are required. Haacke [31] showed

that it is not possible to remove this velocity profile dependence in a

flowmeter conduit of circular cross-section. A circular cross-

section conduit could be used for well measurements only if fully-

developed laminar flow existed inside the conduit, since the velocity

profile dependence is known for such laminar flow [32].

For well measurements, the flowmeter pipe must be large

enough to permit unrestricted flow of water through it and could be

oriented horizontally or vertically for measurements of flows in

these respective directions. It is not clear what effect interactions

between the magnetic field and water flow in the wellbore outside the

flowmeter conduit would have on the potential difference between the

two electrodes, Therefore the wellbore outside the conduit should be

protected from the field by surrounding the flowmeter with a ferro-

magnetic shield. The meter would have to be calibrated for each well

diameter to be encountered in order to determine the relationship

between the flow through the meter and the total flowrate in the well-

bore. Electrodes must be kept clean for good electrical contact with

the fluid [33]. O'Higgins [33] states that electromagnetic flowmeters

are not suitable for velocities less than 60 cm/s and suffer accuracy

losses below 30 cm/s. The author, however, questions these limita-

tions because of reported uses of electromagnetic flowmeters in

measuring blood velocities inside blood vessels [34]. A definite
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problem at slow velocities, though, is low signal levels [35].

Such signal levels are sometimes measured in terms of microvolts.

Baker [36] describes an electromagnetic flowmeter constructed

on a thin disk with faired edges. Four electrodes are used, raising

the possibility of two-dimensional velocity measurements. Bowden

and Fairbairn [37] also used four electrodes to measure two

velocity comppnents.

Electromagnetic flowmeters produce very little pressure drop,

can detect flows over a large velocity range [38], and have an accu-

racy of 3% to 4% [39]. They are also relatively independent of fluid

properties once the conductivity requirement is met. It is believed

that electrode contamination and low signal levels would be the chief

problem with electromagnetic flow sensors.

4.4. Tracer Methods

Tracer methods entail inserting a material, whose specific

presence can somehow be detected, into the wellbore and then follow-

ing (logging) the travel of the tracer. Three main types of tracer

methods are used in wells: (1) brine-tracing, (2) radioactive tracers,

and (3) concentration-time methods.

Taylor and Allen [40] published the first results using a brine

solution to trace water flow. This method, called the "brine tracing

method, " was used in wells as early as 1925. A brine slug is
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released at some depth in the wellbore and its time of passage

recorded at two or more electrical conductivity-measuring stations

in the well. Gravity usually has a negligible effect on settling of the

brine slug. Very low velocities can be measured. Measurement

cannot be made at a precise depth, only over an interval of the bore-

hole. However, this method requires little instrument calibration,

and is quite accurate if the measurements are made over long inter-

vals of the well [41]. Horizontal flows cannot be measured; they

introduce error when they speed up or slow down the tracer over a

short length of the bore.

Radioactive tracers are used in the same way as brine tracing

[42]. Bird and Dempsey [43] used a radioactive isotope dissolved in

small beads placed in the well at the bottom to measure relative out-

flow of water at various depths. The beads filter out on the face of

the well at locations of water outflow as they follow upward water

flow in the well. A radiation counter can then detect these locations

of increased bead concentrations. In our wells, which are cased, the

beads could travel up or down the outside of the casing after passing

through the perforations, introducing error. Also, the steel casing

may partially or completely shield the radiation counter from the

beads.

Concentration-time methods may be used where very slow flows

(as well as faster flows) are present, and especially where



measurements must be made at a point or over a relatively short

section of the borehole. One method, called the "salt-velocity

method, " was developed by Barbagelata [44] and is based on the

equation
rtz

N = Q C(t) dt,
1
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(4.4.1)

where t
1

and t
2

are times which encompass the passage of a brine

slug past a conductivity-measuring station, N is the number of

equally-sized volume elements of a brine solution injected into the

borehole, and C(t) is the concentration of volume elements of the

brine solution per unit volume of borehole fluid at an instant of time t

and is assumed constant across the bore cross-section. Q is the

volumetric flow rate of borehole fluid in the well. The brine is

injected into the well over as much of the cross-sectional area as

possible in order to keep C(t) constant across the cross-section.

This condition is approached using a perforated pipe. As the slug

rises (or falls) in the well, conductivity measurements are taken

across the well cross-section to determine an average conductivity

at that point and at that time instant. The conductivity readings are

then converted to C(t), C(t) is plotted against time and graphically

integrated, and Q is determined from equation (4.4. 1). The con-

centration-time method has several problems, however. Conversion

of fluid conductivity to C(t) requires knowledge of the conductivity of

the actual well fluid encountered as a function of brine content, since
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the well fluid probably contains many naturally-occurring ions. Non-

uniform distribution of the brine slug across the well cross-section

leads to measurement errors.

If Q at two different depths in the same well is different, some

type of flow in or out of the well is indicated. Little information

would be given concerning the magnitude of such flow, however.

Bennett and Patten [45] were unable to obtain satisfactory

results using the concentration-time method. They felt that their

experimental method required improvement to help eliminate, or at

least lessen, the sources of error described above. Hull [46]

describes a procedure similar to Barbagelata's, except that radio-

active tracers are used. Radioactive tracer detection may not be

affected as much by naturally-occurring substances in the well as is

conductivity measurement.

Tracer methods would be useful for measuring vertical flows

in regions of the well where no perforations are present. The method

of Bird and Dempsey [43] can detect crossflows, but some difficulties

were shown to exist when extending their application to ours. The

other tracer methods listed above, except for Barbagelata's, cannot

detect local crossflows. Barbagelata's method would yield little

information on the magnitude of such crossflows. Therefore, they

are not suitable for use in our wells where crossflow measurements

are necessary.
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4.5. Thermal Methods

Thermal methods determine flow rate or flow velocity by

measuring the amount of heat transferred from a heated surface to

the moving fluid. Usually one of three principles is used:

(1) The heated surface is kept at a constant temperature; the

power required to maintain this temperature is a function of

fluid velocity.

(2) The surface is heated by constant current; the temperature of

the surface then indicates the fluid's velocity.

(3) The surface is heated by constant power; the temperature

difference between the fluid upstream and downstream of the

heating element is a measure of the velocity.

Three devices commonly used to implement the above are thermistors,

hot-wire anemometers, and hot-film anemometers.

There are three problems inherent with thermal devices:

(1) Contaminants in the water may form a film on the sensor and

affect its heat transfer characteristics, causing drift in the

calibration.

(2) Variation in fluid temperature causes variation in heat transfer

from the sensor as well as in fluid properties, and hence

calibration of the device is dependent on fluid temperature.

(3) If the fluid is saturated with gas or is not under pressure, the

high temperature of the sensor surface may cause bubble-forming
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gas to come out of solution and disturb the sensor's heat trans-

fer characteristics.

4.5.1. Thermistors

Thermistors are semiconductors with large negative tempera-

ture coefficients of resistance, minus 3 to 5%/ o C as compared with

0.4%/°C for platinum hot-films (to be discussed later) [47]. The

temperature coefficient of resistance is positive for most metals,

further contrasting the thermistor's behavior. The high temperature

coefficient produces larger signal changes for given velocity changes

than a hot-film would. Also, because their sensor resistance is two

or more orders of magnitude larger than that of a platinum film,

long cable lengths which are necessary to lower the instrument into the

well do not add significantly to the resistance of the circuit. For the

same reason, thermistor data can also be corrected more accurately

for fluid temperature variation. Because of their larger mass, ther-

mistors usually have a lower frequency response (less than a few

hundred Hertz) than hot-films, though it is felt that this would not be a

problem in our application since high-frequency turbulence is not of

interest.

Thermistors can be operated in either the constant-power or

constant-current mode. Keller and Lane [48] found that thermistors

can be used to measure velocities of 0.25 to 15 cm/s in water, with
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the greatest sensitivity attained in constant-current operation.

Lumley [49] measured turbulence using a thermistor in the constant-

temperature mode. He found that the signal-to-noise ratio of ther-

mistors in water was one order of magnitude better than that for

platinum films, 5 and states further that they require simpler elec-

tronics because of their larger resistance.

A thermistor bead used just by itself has no directional sensi-

tivity; it has to be mounted on some type of special probe body to

acquire such ability. Thermistors are subject to some of the same

problems as other thermal methods.

Skibitzke [51] has developed a flowmeter using thermistors for

vertical flow measurements in wells. Consisting of a tube 1.5 cm

in diameter and 30 cm long, it uses two thermistors, one on each

side of a resistance heating element mounted inside the tube.

Centered in the well, water flows up the tube and is heated by the

resistance heater. (A flow-channeling device is used at low well

velocities to force more water to flow through the tube.) The faster

the flow, the less the water is heated as it passes the heating element.

The degree of water heating is measured by the upstream and down-

stream thermistors. Good results down to 5 cm/s without and 1 cm/s

Experiences at Klamath Falls with large-resistance thermistors
(300 kilat 25°C) indicate 60 Hz interference from electrical power
systems can lead to temperature measurement errors of from 2.2
to 2.8°C [50]. This problem was found only in one well and is
indicated by erratic readings [50].
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with a flow-channeling device were obtained. The flow-channeling

device would be necessary for measurements in Klamath Falls wells

in order to obtain sufficient sensitivity. However, flow disturbance

or blockage could result. Another serious disadvantage is that fluid

velocity inside the tube is much less than the velocity outside the

tube, so the device must be calibrated separately for each well

diameter [52]. Calibration must also take into account the large

variations in fluid temperature which lead to fluid property variations

in the wells. This instrument cannot measure crossflow without

reorientation unless a multiple-device array is built.

4.5.2. Hot-wire Anemometers

Hot-wire anemometers are now used in many fluid velocity and

turbulence-measuring applications. The basic hot-wire procedure

dates back to Weber and Oberheck (1894- 1895) [53] and King's paper

on convection heat transfer from small heated cylinders in a fluid

stream [54].

Hot-wire anemometers consist of a fine wire 4 to 12 pm in

diameter, exposed to flow and maintained at constant current or con-

stant temperature. Because of dissolved gases, dirt, chemicals,

electrolysis, and electrical conductivity, stable drift-free operation

of hot-wires is not possible in water [55]. Wire breakage can also be
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a problem [56]. Hot wires that are used in liquids are mounted in

sheaths, but are still quite delicate.

4.5.3. Hot-Film Anemometers

First developed by S.C. Ling [57] at Iowa State University in

1955, hot-film anemometers are made by depositing a thin conduct-

ing film about 100 nm thick on a ceramic substrate. The film is

electrically insulated from the fluid by a ceramic coating (usually

quartz). Therefore hot-films are not subject to electrolysis prob-

lems. Also, since the platinum film can be backed by a reinforced

substrate, hot-films are much more rugged than hot-wires. Because

of their larger surface area, hot-films are more sensitive than hot-

wire s to changes in mean velocity [58].

Calibration drift of hot-films is a function of the ratio of the

particle size (of impurities in the water) [59] to the sensor radius.

Therefore the larger the sensor, the less the drift. Each of the

different shapes that hot-films are manufactured in have their own

drift characteristics. For example, conical hot-film sensors

experience less drift than wedge films [60]. (Two other principle

shapes are cylindrical and side-patch.) Kline and Morrow [61] found

clean, hard water (200 ppm CaCO
3)

had no effect on nickel-wedge,

platinum cylindrical, or platinum cone-type hot-films. The tested

hot-films also had no drift in clean, deionized water. For particles
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of size less than 0.8 [1,m, wedge and cylindrical hot-films had very

little drift (less than 0.2% voltage change per hour),

Hot-film sensors have been calibrated and used in water over

velocity ranges from zero to several meters per second. According

to some researchers [62], these sensors can be used down to the

velocity at which the forced convection component of heat transfer

from the film is no longer much greater than the natural convection

component, while others have gone much lower. Dring and Gebhart

[63], for example, calibrated hot-wires from 0 to 0.508 cm/s, and

found that neither natural nor forced convection was dominant.

(Dominance of one mode of heat transfer or the other may be depen-

dent on the type of probe used.)

4.5.4. Other Hot-Wires and Hot-Films

Ballengee and Chen [64] discuss a hot-film probe which con-

sists of two films mounted on a 2.54 cm diameter by 1.27 cm long

cylindrical substrate. The films are located 0.076 cm apart and

operate at the same temperature. One film is in the thermal wake

of the other; therefore less power is required to maintain one film at

a constant temperature because the water is slightly heated after

passing over the first film. In this way the flow direction can be

determined. This sensor, however, measures only one-dimensional
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flow and requires the simultaneous use of two anemometer channels

to operate.

Bradbury and Castro [65] reported on the use of a pulsed-wire

anemometer to measure velocity. The sensor is composed of three

hot-wires with one central wire perpendicular to, but in the plane of,

two outer parallel wires. The central wire is operated as a resistance

heater and the two outer wires as resistance thermometers. The

central wire is pulsed with an electrical current for a small fraction

of a second to heat fluid flowing past it. One of the outer wires then

records an increase in fluid temperature. The amount of time

required for this increase to be detected is dependent on the com-

ponent of velocity perpendicular to both the heater and sensor wires.

The wire which detects the increase indicates the direction of this

component. The hot-wire sensors used are very delicate. Cylindri-

cal hot-films could also be used, making the anemometer more

rugged (but still delicate). The anemometer, however, yields only a

component velocity and its sign. Two pulsed-wire configurations

would be necessary for measuring both horizontal and vertical flow.

Or, the probe could be removed from the well and the sensor's

orientation changed. Either method requires a large number of

delicate cylindrical sensors.

Jones and Spencer [66] describe measurements made with a

split-film probe. The sensor is similar to a cylindrical hot-film

except that the film has been split longitudinally into two separate
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films. This gives split-films the ability to monitor x- and y-

components of a two-dimensional flow as long as the probe's longi-

tudinal axis is perpendicular to the flow's velocity vector. The

directional properties of this sensor come from the non-uniform heat

transfer which occurs in the circumferential direction around a

heated cylinder. Like cylindrical hot-films, however, this sensor is

relatively delicate. It also requires two anemometer electronic

circuits.

4. 5. 5. Summary of Thermal Methods

With the exception of thermistors and hot-film anemometers,

all the thermal methods discussed above have one or more over-

riding limitations. I-lot-films are more well-understood than

thermistors, since they have been used more often for flow

measurement.

Thermistor, hot-wire, and hot-film probes are small enough

to permit construction of multisensor arrays for velocity direction,

as well as magnitude, determination. The author felt that multi-

sensor arrays currently available off-the-shelf were not sufficiently

rugged to withstand use in wells.
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4.6. Miscellaneous Types

4. 6. 1. Vortex-Shedding Flowmeters

Vortex- shedding flowmeters utilize the principle that the fre-

quency of vortex shedding behind a bluff body depends on the free-

stream velocity. If the flow is perpendicular to the axis of a circular

cylinder, the frequency at which vortices are shed is measured in

terms of two parameters, the Strouhal number S = nID/V, and the

Reynolds number Re = DV /),), where n is the frequency at which vor-

tices are shed, D is the cylinder diameter, V is the free-stream

velocity, and)) is the kinematic viscosity. Strouhal number is a

well-known function of Reynolds number [67] (see Figure 4.2).

The presence of vortices, and hence their frequency, can be

detected by instruments such as hot-wire or hot-film anemometers.

Bradshaw [68] reports that the lowest Reynolds number for which the

vortices are detectable is about Re = 100. Notice from Figure 4.,2

that above Re = 600, the Strouhal number is constant, giving a 6:1

usable velocity ratio. Using information in Schlicting [ 69] the mini-

mum measurable free-stream velocity for several cylinder diameters

was obtained. The results are shown in Table 4.1. As cylinder

diameter decreases, minimum measurable velocity increases.

Cylinder diameter would have to be 0.25 cm before the resulting
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Table 4.1. Minimum measurable velocity as a function
of circular cylinder diameter, using vortex-
shedding.

Cylinder diameter
(cm)

Free-stream velocity
(cm/s)

2. 0 0.159
1.5 0.212
1.0 0.318
0.5 0.636
0.25 1.270

measurable velocity range, in this case 1.27 to 7.62 cm/s, would

match our needs.

Vertical flows in wells could be measured with vortex-shedding

flowmeters, but two cylinders and two anemometers would be

required--one for upward flow and one for downward flow. Cross-

flow measurement requires the addition of another cylinder and

anemometer. There is one serious disadvantage, however. Vertical

flow can be measured only in the absence of crossflow, and crossflow

can be measured only when vertical flow is not present. If there is

a component in one direction when the other component is being

measured, the flow will not be perpendicular to the cylinder being

used and calibration dependent on perpendicular flow will be lost.

This problem could be overcome by enclosing the horizontal and

vertical flow sensors inside separate small tubes and orienting them
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in the desired directions. This would, however, require that the

instrument be calibrated for each well diameter.

4. 6. 2. Acoustic Flowmeters

Acoustic flowmeters use the difference in upstream and down-

stream travel times of sound waves to determine fluid velocity (see

Figure 4.3). This is often accomplished by comparing the phase of

the two signals; phase difference is proportional to fiow.rate. Lester

[70] reports the design and successful testing of a unit able to

measure velocities from about 0.15 cm/s to 15 cm/s with 1% accuracy.

As is true of other acoustic flowmeters, this instrument is (1) non-

fouling due to a lack of moving parts, (2) linear, and (3) capable of

measuring velocity components. It can also be zeroed and calibrated

in the field. The instrument is often used in pipe flow studies and

underwater in oceanographic applications. One potential problem is

vortex shedding from the transducers. This problem is overcome by

setting the transducers, and hence the acoustic path, at a slight angle

to the flow; then the vortices will not disturb the acoustic path. The

transducers should be placed as close together as possible (less than

30 cm) so that problems from reflected and refracted acoustic signals

are minimized. If the transducers can be made smaller6 and also

6Lester [70] stated that one of the physical measurements of the
transducers was 6 cm. No other size information was given.
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withstand the 90 to 100°C temperatures of Klamath Falls wells, then

the acoustic flowmeter would be a promising device for our application.

4. 6, 3. Electrolysis Flowme ter

Holmes [ 71 ] describes a velocity-measuring device which

depends on the electrolysis and cleaning action of water as it moves

past the sensor. The sensor, consisting of two 20 AWG bare copper,

platinum, or gold wires, is connected to an ohmmeter. Current from

the ohmmeter produces electrolytic action at the wires (electrodes).

Electrolysis forms an insulating bubble layer on the electrode,

inhibiting the reaction. However, the faster the flow is moving past

the electrodes, the faster the bubbles can be swept from the wires.

This results in more electrolysis and hence larger current flows in

the circuit. Increasing current is read on the ohmmeter as decreasing

resistance, Circuit resistance is then a function of fluid velocity.

The calibration is also a function of sensor orientation with respect to

the flow, as well as fluid temperature and electrical conductivity.

Holmes [71] found a lower threshold of 0.5 cm/s for velocity measure-

ment in water, The dependence of the calibration on conductivity

would make calibration for individual wells necessary.

4.7. Summary

On the basis of the preceding information, the author has ranked
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the various flow or velocity measuring instruments that would probably

meet the horizontal and vertical flow measurement requirements in

our wells. Ranking was made on the basis of known characteristics

of the instrument as determined in the literature review. Aspects of

a device which appeared to be a potential problem, but which were not

thoroughly investigated, were weighted against the particular instru-

ment. An example is how wellbore temperature and pressure

affect the transducer for a vane anemometer. From this investiga-

tion, it appears that the desirability of the various instruments,

starting with the best, is as follows:

1. Hot-film anemometer.

2. Skibitzke's resistance heater enclosed in a tube.

3. Tanney's jet velocity meter.

4. Acoustic flowmeters.

5. Thermistors.

6. Vane anemometers.

7. Vortex- shedding flowmeters.

Additional instruments which might possibly be useful are (no

particular ranking):

1. Electromagnetic flowmeters.

2. Tracer methods.

The reason for the hot-film anemometer ranking will be

explained in the next section. Use of Skibitzke's resistance heater,
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except for the necessity for individual calibration for each well

diameter, should be relatively straightforward. Tanney's jet velocity

sensor could possibly have problems with gas bubbles in the sensor

lines unless a pressure transducer located at the site of the sensor

is used. The effect of the high well temperatures at Klamath Falls on

the acoustic flowmeter transducers is not known. Thermistors have

the same potential problems as hot-films, but would have to be con-

structed on a special probe body to have any useful directional

sensitivity. A suitable angular position transducer would have to be

developed for a vane anemometer. Vortex- shedding flowmeters, like

Skibitzke's device, would have to be calibrated for each well diameter.

Of the instruments that are listed as "may be useful, " the

electromagnetic flowmeter has potential problems with low signal

level and electrode contamination. Tracer methods cannot measure

local horizontal flows in our wells.
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V. HOT-FILM SYSTEM AND CALIBRATION

A hot-film probe was selected for the detailed well measure-

ments, The probe design will detect both horizontal and vertical

flows, and should be sufficiently rugged to withstand well conditions.

(Reasons for these two conclusions will be examined later.) Reorienta-

tion of the probe will not be necessary for velocity measurements,

except for rotation. The hot-film probe will be small enough so that

flow disturbance will be kept to a minimum. Separate calibration for

each well diameter is not required. The behavior of hot-films is

well understood, as evidenced by the vast amount of literature on the

subject.

5.1. Detailed Description of System

5. 1, 1, Hot-Film Theory

Our hot-film system will be operated in the constant-

temperature mode, whose circuitry is shown in Figure 5.1. The

resistance R of the hot-film sensor forms part of one Leg of a Wheat-

stone bridge. The fluid temperature is known, and the sensor's resis-

tance versus temperature curve, which is Linear and has a positive

slope, is also known. A specified temperature difference between the

fluid and the hot-film, called "overheat," is decided upon. (The ratio

of the anemometer film electrical resistance at its operating
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of hot-film anemometer bridge.

temperature to its resistance at the bulk fluid temperature is called

the "overheat ratio. ") This sets the desired hot-film resistance R .
p

For the voltage at points 1 and 2. of the bridge to be equal, i.e., for

the bridge to be balanced, R R = R (R +R ). R . is the cable
1 3 2 p c, i c,

resistance of the anemometer channel being used. R1 is varied to

set R .
p

The d. c. differential amplifier operates to try and keep the

bridge in balance. As fluid flows at increasing velocity past the

sensor, resistance of the film for heat transfer to the fluid will be

decreased, tending to lower the film's temperature and hence its

electrical resistance R This change in resistance, however, causes

an imbalance in the bridge. The differential amplifier will detect this



condition and supply more current (raising the bridge voltage EA) to

the top of the bridge, More current will then flow in R , increasing

the amount of heat to be transferred from the sensor and therefore

raising its temperature. This Process continues until sufficient

current flows in the film to maintain it at its set overheat, that is,

until Rp = R1R3/R2 Re,

The relation between the fluid velocity V and the rate at which

heat is transferred from the anemometer, E 2
R p /(Rp

+R c, .+R
3

R3)2, is
A

of the form

2
EARp

(R
p
+R c, i+R

3
)

2
= (A + B(pV) 1/k)(T

P
-
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(5. 1. 1. 1)

where A and B are constants which depend on fluid properties and

usually vary with fluid temperature; e is fluid density; T and Tf are

the hot-film temperature and bulk fluid temperature, respectively;

and k is an exponent which varies with the fluid, but is usually about

2 [72]. This produces a curve of the form shown in Figure 5.2.

Velocity

Figure 5.2. Typical anemometer calibration curve. From {72].
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5. 1.2. Electronics

Figure 5.3 shows a photograph of the anemometer electronics,

purchased from Thermo-Systems, Inc., Saint Paul, Minnesota.

Figure 5.4 shows how the various modules in the system are con-

nected together. R1, the variable resistor used to set overheat, is

the "PROBE RESISTANCE" control. R1 can be set from 0 to 601).,

the smallest division being 0.01.a. The "CONSTANT TEMPERATURE

ANEMOMETER" contains the remaining elements of the bridge and

the d. c. differential amplifier. The "TEMPERATURE AND SWITCH-

ING CIRCUIT" permits the anemometer to be used in either the

velocity or temperature-measuring mode. The "MONITOR AND

POWER SUPPLY" module furnishes d. c. power to all modules and

supplies analog readout (by meter) of the bridge voltage.

5. 1.3. Probe Design

In conjunction with Thermo-Systems, Inc. (TSI), the design

for a two-sensor hot-film probe was worked out. The sensors are

platinum hot-films coated with quartz (refer to Figure 5.5). Figure 5. 6

shows a photograph of the anemometer probe laid alongside a centi-

meter scale. Vertical velocities will be measured with the "channel

1" sensor, which protrudes radially outward from the stainless steel

probe body. The probe body will be oriented vertically in the well.

Channel 2 will be used to detect horizontal flows.
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Figure 5.6. Photograph of anemometer probe. Scale is in centimeters.
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The cable connected to the anemometer consists of three

twisted No. 18 AWG stranded copper wire pairs with copper braided

shield. Two wire pairs lead to the two sensors. The other pair is

shorted inside the probe body and is used to measure the cable

resistance, as will be explained later. The shield is necessary to

protect the electronic system from electrostatic and electromagnetic

interference. For ruggedness and high-temperature duty, polyure-

thane was selected for the cable jacket.

Primarily because of their size, the hot-film sensors should be

rugged enough to withstand well conditions. The fact was already

stated that sensor calibration drift due to contamination becomes less

of a problem as sensor size increases. Our sensor's size (see

Figure 5.5) is must larger than the cylindrical hot-films (diameters

as large as 0.015 cm) that are sometimes used. Water in the geo-

thermal wells in Klamath Falls is quite clean. Also, the strong

backing material used for both channels will give strength to resist

sudden shocks to the probe.

5. 2, Calibration of Probe

The calibration system that was constructed for the hot-film

probe was different from most systems that have been used by other

researchers to calibrate these sensors. The unusual conditions in the

Klamath Falls wells dictated that two conditions be simulated:
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1. The water in the calibration system must be raised to the

temperatures expected in the wells, since hot-film calibration

is a function of fluid temperature. Water temperatures up to at

least 100 oC must be attainable.

2. Water in the wells will be under pressure due to the liquid's

static head. The writer expected that this pressure would tend

to keep most dissolved gases in solution, therefore not inter-

fering with the anemometer's heat transfer characteristics.

The pressurized water will also raise local boiling points high

enough so that water will not boil off of the hot-film sensor if the

sensor is operated at temperatures above 100°C.

5. 2. 1 Calibration System Description

With the above requirements in mind, the calibration system

shown in Figure 5. 7 was designed.

5.2. 1. 1 Function of Components. Starting at the lower left-hand

corner, water enters the square channel and flows through a 5-cm

long honeycombed aluminum flow straightener mounted inside the

channel. The water then flows along inside the channel, encountering

the probe and also a copper-constantan thermocouple used to measure

fluid temperature. After leaving the channel the water flows up through

a 2.54-cm size Potter turbinemeter which measures calibration

system fluid flow rate. The purpose of the pressurization and surge
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tank is to accommodate thermal expansion of the water and also any

waterhamnier effects which may occur if flow in the system is

suddenly stopped. An air pocket about 20 cm high is left in the surge

tank to allow sufficient room for expansion. The top of the tank is

connected to a compressed air tank and regulator to permit system

pressurization to about 350 kPa. (This gives a boiling point of 139°C,
o13 C higher than the highest temperature at which the hot-film surface

will be operated.) The 3. 18 -cm size gate valve ("flow control valve")

is the only means for flow control in the system since the pump

operates at constant speed. The pump is a Bell and Gosset centrifu-

gal pump, capable of circulating up to 0.60 1/s in the system, cor-

responding to a maximum average velocity of about 15 cm/s in the

square channel. After leaving the pump, water enters the tube side of

a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, where sufficient thermal energy is

added to the water to compensate for energy lost to the surroundings

as it flows around the system. Steam flow through the heat exchanger

can be varied with two valves. A pitot tube used for backup flow

measurement is encountered after the water leaves the heat exchanger.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show a detailed drawing and photograph,

respectively, of the plate on which the anemometer was mounted for

immersion in the flow channel for calibration of channel 1. Location

of the thermocouple with respect to the hot-film sensors is clearly

seen in the photograph. The point of entry of the thermocouple wire
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Figure 5. 9. Photograph of anemometer mounting
plate.
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into the channel is sealed by routing the wire through about 15 cm of

0.64 cm diameter copper tubing. The tubing is sealed with epoxy at

both ends and then slid through a Swagelok fitting screwed into the

outside of the plate. A compression fitting then seals against leakage

between the tubing and fitting and also holds the tubing in place. The

anemometer cable was sealed by running it through a fitting only

slightly larger than the cable and filling the inside of the fitting and the

area next to the fitting on the inside surface of the anemometer plate

with silicone sealer. A rectangular neoprene gasket (not shown in

photograph) 0.32 cm thick and 0.56 cm wide is placed in a groove in

the mounting plate to provide a seal between the plate and the top of

the flow channel. The mounting plate can be reversed in the channel

so that the anemometer can be calibrated for flow going past the

sensor in both directions. Flow is tangential to the channel 1 film

during calibration.

A special fitting, shown in Figure 5.10, was designed and

constructed to permit vertical insertion of the probe into the calibra-

tion channel at any desired depth. The two o-rings provide a double

seal against the 350 kPa pressure difference between the channel and

the outside and enable the probe to be slid in and out of the fitting.

Two brackets were made and attached to the top of the fittings to

prevent the pressure inside the flow channel from forcing the probe

back out of the fitting. Damage. to the sensors and escape of high-
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temperature water and steam are thus prevented. Channel 2 is

calibrated with the film facing directly into the flow.

Photographs of the calibration system are shown in Figures 5.11

and 5.12. Figure 5.11 was taken looking along the channel in the flow

direction. The location of probe entry, the short vertical turbine-

meter section, the pressurization and surge tank, and the pump are

clearly visible. A portion of the heat exchanger can be seen just to the

left of the pump. The protrusion from the turbinemeter section is a

gate valve and hose connection used to help drain water from the

system. Figure 5.12 shows the upstream end of the channel. A

thermometer for backup temperature measurement is visible at the

left-hand edge of the picture, with the pitot tube just to the right of

this. The city water source used to fill the system is located slightly

to the left of the heat exchanger.

5.2. 1.2. Operation of Calibration System. Figure 5.13

shows a sketch of the indicating instruments used during calibra-

tion and their interconnections with the calibration system. Figure

5. 14 shows the physical setup of the calibration instruments except

for the millivolt bridge. (A different counter was used than the large

HewlettPackard counter shown in the center of the picture. This

counter is for measurement of turbinemeter frequency.)

Revolutions of the turbinemeter shown in Figure 5.15 are sensed

by a magnetic pickup on the turbinemeter. The resulting electrical



Figure 5.11. Calibration system, looking along
the channel in the flow direction.

Figure 5.12. Calibration system, looking at the
upstream end of the channel.
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Figure 5.14. Catibration instruments.

Figure 5.15. Calibration system turbinemeter.
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signal is amplified by a factor of 100 by the operational amplifier.

This signal, in turn, is fed to a counter which indicates turbinemeter

rotational speed to I 0.1 revolutions per second (rev/s). The relation-

ship between turbinemeter revolutions per second and volumetric flow

rate was determined by weighing water passing through the meter over

a known period of time and then recording both flow rate and revolu-

tions per second. The result was linear, with a lower threshold of

about 1 cm/s average velocity in the square flow channel.

A Leeds and Northrup resistance bridge was used to measure the

resistance of the shorted wire pair in the anemometer cable. A

Leeds and Northrup null detector indicated whether the resistance

bridge was balanced.

Anemometer bridge voltage measurement required a time

average because any turbulence present in the flow channel causes

small variations in heat transfer from the anemometer, resulting in

unsteady readings. To the best of the writer's knowledge, no inte-

grating voltmeters were available to him at the time, so the following

time-averaging method was used: The bridge voltage output (0 to about

20 V) from the anemometer electronics was fed to the operational

amplifier for multiplication by 0.05. This reduced the signal to 0 to

1 V voltage, which was necessary for proper use of the voltage-to-

frequency convertor (VFC). The VFC converts the 0 to 1 V signal to a

signal with frequency varying between 0 and 100 kHz. A six-digit
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HewlettPackard counter measured the frequency of the VFC output.

The overall effect is to obtain a bridge voltage averaged over 10 s.

(See Appendix A for discussion showing how the average voltage is

obtained from the VFC readings.)

A Leeds and Northrup millivolt bridge was used to measure

thermocouple emf. An ice bath was used as a reference junction.

The REF SET control on the anemometer electronics was always

set so that the anemometer output voltage in the STANDBY mode was

as close as possible to 2.00 V (1.96 to 2.04 V). Instructions furnished

with the anemometer state that the output voltage in the RUN mode is

influenced only slightly by the STANDBY voltage. However, the author

found that the variation was such that as a precaution, constant

STANDBY voltage was used.

Each calibration run consisted of taking readings at one fixed

water temperature and 10 to 15 different flow rates. At the start of

each run the following operations were performed:

1. The hot-film sensors were cleaned with a camel's hair brush

soaked in methanol.

2. The calibration system was rinsed with city water for about

15 min.

3. The anemometer was mounted in the flow channel.

4. The system was filled with water.
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5. The top of the surge tank was removed so that the water level

in the tank could be set about 20 cm below the top. (The drain

valve was opened to remove some water from the system.)

6. The system was pressurized with air to 275 kPa gauge

pressure. If the water is heated to 100°C, the pressure rises

to about 350 kPa gauge due to expansion of water in the system.

7. Steam flow through the heat exchanger was begun to heat the

water to the desired temperature. This usually involved trial-

and-error settings of the steam flow until the water tempera-

ture stabilized at the desired point. When water flow rate was

changed the steam flow sometimes had to be readjusted.

5. 2. 2. Derivation of Equations for
Calibration Data Reduction

Normally, hot-film sensors are calibrated as a function of the

anemometer bridge output voltage. This can be done when the cable

resistance between the sensor and electronics is either negligible or

fixed because the overheat is then fixed. However, the cable resis-

tance in our applications will vary depending on air and water (either

during calibration or in the well) temperatures. Therefore, it is

necessary to calibrate the sensors in terms of sensor power dissipa-
7tion versus fluid velocity at a given overheat, since power dissipation

7Sensor power dissipation is equal to the sum of heat transferred from
the sensor to the fluid plus the heat transferred from the sensor to
its supports.
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is determined by sensor overheat, fluid temperature, and fluid

velocity and not by cable resistance.8

Power dissipated in the sensor is found as follows:

Refer to Figure 5.1, the anemometer bridge circuit. The

bridge output voltage EA is averaged over a 10 s time interval by the

voltage-to-frequency converter and electronic counter arrangement, as

previously discussed. The cable resistance for channel "i, " R ., is
c,

determined from

R' . Rc, c, s
c, .

c, s
(5.2.2.1)

where R' . and R1 are the cable resistances for channel "i" andc,i. c, s

the cable shorted inside the probe, respectively, at 21°C, and Rc,

is the resistance of the shorted pair measured at calibration time by

using data from the resistance bridge and d. c. null detector.

The probe resistance is found from the condition necessary for

balance of the anemometer bridge circuit: the product of the resis-

tances of opposite arms of the bridge must be equal to each other.

That is,

R1 R3 R2 (R
p

+ R
c .) (5.2.2.2)

8Note that we will need to know the cable resistance to actually
calculate the sensor heat dissipation, however.
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R1R3
RR2

R1 is the variable resistor (potentiometer) in the
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(5.2.2.3)

PROBE RESIS-

TANCE control. R2 and R3 are anemometer bridge circuit

resistors, taking on values of 200 and 40 ohms, respectively. Then,

from circuit analysis, the power Pa dissipated in the sensor is

P

2EA R
p

a
(R

c
+ Rp + R3)2

(5.2.2.4)

(Note that Rc + Rp R1 )

As stated above, it is desired to calibrate the probe for a given

fluid temperature and anemometer overheat. As velocity is varied

during a calibration run, however, it is difficult to control water

temperature closer than IF 1°C of its desired value. Also, variations

in Rc will cause variations in R since it is the sum R + Rc that is
p p

fixed by the anemometer bridge. Finally, R1 cannot be set to the

exact desired value because its smallest division is 0.01.1),. These

three problems result in deviations in the temperature difference

(overheat) between the fluid temperature Tf and the sensor tempera-

ture T from the desired overheat, changing the sensor-to-fluid heat

transfer. A correction to the desired overheat was made by observing

that, all other variables held constant, heat transfer from the sensor
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to the fluid is proportional to T T .9 Let the subscripts "d" and.
P f

"a" denote "desired" and "actual, " respectively. The power Pd dis-

sipated at the desired fluid and probe temperatures is then given by

Tp,
d

- Tf,
dPd = Pa

T - Tp, a f, a
(5.2.2.5)

Since Tp,d and Tp,
a will be within 2 o C of each other, fluid property

variations with temperature should be insignificant in the application

of equation (5.2.2.5).

Calibration of hot-films is very dependent on fluid temperature.

Since well water temperatures found in Klpmath Falls vary between

about 65 and 105°C, the author felt that, if possible, some way should

be found to remove as much of the temperature dependence of the

calibration as possible. Nagib, Pluister, and Tan-atichat [73] showed

that most of this effect can be removed by calibration at constant

R R , where R is the sensor resistance at the fluid tempera-
p p, c p, c

ture. Good results at velocities up to 8 cm/s over a temperature

range of 11 o C were achieved. This method was used in our calibra-

tion work.

9 This is an approximation only, since there is heat transfer to the
sensor supports and also a natural convection component.
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5.2.3. Plan for Calibration

Reviewing the results of the work of Nagib, Pluister, and

Tan-atichat [73] , the author decided to calibrate the probe at

temperatures 5.56°C (10°F) apart, over the range from 55°C to

105o C.

Channels 1 and 2 are calibrated as a function of temperature

and average velocity in the flow channel.

After the two sensors are calibrated as a function of average

velocity, velocity profiles at different flow rates in the channel are

determined. This step is necessary so that we can find the actual

velocity at the location of the probe sensor, rather than the average

velocity. This is done by traversing channel 2 across the flow

cross-section (the special fitting allows this). The response of channel

2 to average velocities, and hence velocity magnitudes, is known.

Therefore, the shape of the velocity profile can be estimated. Since

total flow rate is known, the relation between centerline and average

velocities is determined by integration of the velocity profile across

the flow channel cross-section. The Reynolds number in the flow

channel based on a hydraulic radius of 1.56 cm, velocity of 1 cm/s,

and water temperature of 93°C G s 1960. This nearly surpasses the

critical Reynolds number of 2000 for turbulent flow. The higher flow

rates usually present in the channel will exceed this limit. It is the

author's opinion that the roughness in the channel will therefore cause
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transition to turbulent flow, causing the centerline velocity to be

nearly the same as the average velocity. The velocity profile should

be checked experimentally, nevertheless.

Before each calibration run, the proper overheat on the sensor

channel to be calibrated must be set. This is done by adjusting R1,

the PROBE RESISTANCE control. To do this, a preliminary

measurement of R is made to determine R R cannot bec, s c, i c, s

determined directly because of the resistance of test leads used to

connect the shorted anemometer cable to the resistance bridge:

R = RT Re ,c, s (5.2.3.1)

where RT is the total resistance measured by the resistance bridge

(shorted cable plus test leads), and Re is the resistance of the test

leads. The cable resistance R of the channel being calibrated can
c, 1

then be determined from equation (5.2.2.1) in the preceding section.

Next, the operating resistance of the sensor to be calibrated

must be found. TSI supplied probe resistances at 0, 66, and 100°C.

Since most of the calibration temperatures will be in the 66 to 100°C

range, operating resistances were found by interpolating between these

two points.10

l0 The interpolation can be justified because the author experimentally
determined the resistance versus temperature curves for a hot-film
sensor, and then performed a regression analysis on the data. The
resulting coefficient of determination was 0. 9996 for a linear model
T = bo + b1R, where R is resistance, T is temperature, and b

1
and
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The author found that there was an additional resistance which

needed to be taken into account. The resistance of the cable between

the Wheatstone bridge and the CONTROL RESISTANCE terminals

on the PROBE RESISTANCE module was measured as 0.093.a.

However, the bridge is a 5:1 bridge, meaning that 0.093,c), on the R1

side will have the effect of 0.093/5 = 0.0186 on the probe side.

Thus, R1 must be set for the following resistance in order that the

hot-film sensor being calibrated operates at the desired temperature:

R1 setting resistance, Rc,
i

'calculated cable +
anemometer resistance
at desired operating
temperature, R

O. 0186 f .

Note that R1 can be set only to the nearest 0.011I .

The following variables were recorded before the start of each

calibration run:

1. Resistance Re of test leads for shorted cable, ohms.

2. Voltage-to-frequency convertor conversion factor K
VFC'

kHz /volt (see Appendix A-1).

3. Pitot tube pressure transducer-readout calibration factor K
z 2lbf/in per division (1 lbf/in per division = 6.89 kPa/division).

130 are constants. The large coefficient of determination shows that
with very high confidence we can say that the resistance versus
temperature curve is linear.
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Re and KVFC are measured before each calibration run, while K is
p

determined once and is a constant.

These quantities were recorded at each calibration point:

1. Water temperature T
Hg

determined from mercury thermometer

(°F).

2. Ambient air temperature TA determined from mercury ther-

mometer (°F).

3. Thermocouple voltage ET, millivolts (mV).

4. Voltage-to-frequency convertor frequency F
VFC (kHz).

5. Pitot tube pressure transducer readout P (divisions).

6. Resistance of test leads plus shorted cable RT (ohms).

7. Flowmeter frequency Ff (Hz).

8. Anemometer output voltage EA read from analog meter on

anemometer electronics (volts).

9. Control resistance setting R1 (ohms).

Data from calibration was converted to average velocity versus

sensor power dissipation at constant overheat and fluid temperature by

computer programs written for calibration data reduction. These pro-

grams are presented and explained in Appendices A-1, A-2 and A-3.

5. 2. 4. Calibration Experiences

Figure 5. 16 shows a plot of flow channel average velocity versus

sensor power dissipation for water temperatures of 65.56o (150oF)



065.56°C (12/18/76)
0 71.11°C (12/18/76)

0.07 0.08 0.09 0. 10 0. 11
Corrected sensor power dissipation Pd, W

Figure 5.16. Average calibration channel velocity versus sensor power
dissipation for channel 1 (old probe).
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and 71. 11oC (160°F). The curves for the two different temperatures

nearly coincide, as would be expected since the calibration method of

Nagib et al. [72] was used. The data were taken by starting in the

middle of the 65.56 oC calibration curve and proceeding to lower

velocities, and then returning to midrange and taking data at higher

velocities. The 71.11°C curve was obtained by beginning in the

middle, calibrating large velocities, and then returning and going

towards smaller velocities. The time taken for calibrating half

of the velocity range at each temperature was about 45 min, with the

two complete runs being made in 3 hr. The 65.56oC calibration curve

shows evidence of drift between 8 and 10 cm/s (data points taken 45

min apart). There is no evidence of drift in the 71. 11oC curve.

After a number of calibration runs with this probe, carried out

between November 1976 and January 1977, the probe's channel 1

resistance suddenly began exhibiting signs of instability. The sen-

sor's resistance would vary several ohms in only a few minutes.

Such changes clearly rendered channel l useless since calibration is

dependent on accurate control of the sensor resistance.

The anemometer probe was returned to the manufacturer for

examination and replacement. 11 TS' could not determine the reason for

failure; no manufacturer- or user-caused damage could be found.

111t
should be noted that if a sensor on our probe was damaged, both

sensors and the probe body had to be completely rebuilt.
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They confirmed the author's report of the unstable channel 1

resistance. Anew probe was built, with calibration resuming again

in April 1977 and extending through May.

In the middle of the third calibration run with the new probe,

however, water began leaking from the inside of the cable about 1 cm

after it emerges from the calibration channel through the special

fitting. (Channel 1 was being calibrated at the time at 98. 9 °C.) After

removing the probe from the calibrating channel, air was blown back

into the cable towards the probe; a small leak was located on the

outside surface of the boundary between the stainless steel probe body

and the epoxy used to cement the cable to the probe. More of the

epoxy, called "Epoxy-Patch Type 11C, " manufactured by the Hysol

Division of the Dexter Corporation, was ordered to try and repair the

leak.

Subsequent tests revealed that this epoxy lost some of its

bonding properties at about 93°C, even after the bonding surface was

carefully prepared by cleaning with methanol and roughening with fine

sandpaper. Therefore, after the two cable leaks were repaired with

epoxy, we installed about 30 cm of 1.27 cm diameter heat shrink

tubing, beginning at the point where the cable enters the probe body.

Silicone sealer was then used to seal the cable entry to the anemometer

and all openings between the shrink tube and cable. The author has

found silicone sealer to have very good sealing and adhesive proper-

ties even at temperatures of 100°C.
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No further leakage problems were encountered during

calibration.

It was very difficult to obtain good data for zero velocity in the

calibration channel. As flow in the channel was slowed, the tempera-

ture difference between the heat exchanger outlet and the hot-film

sensor's location increased. When flow was stopped, the temperature

difference increased even more. This difference was found to be at

least 5 o C and increased rapidly with time; the increase was so rapid

that reliable thermocouple voltages could not be obtained. Also, the

resulting large difference between the desired and actual fluid

temperatures is outside the accuracy limits of the expression used to

correct for fluid temperature variations.12 Therefore no zero-

velocity readings will be reported.

The pitot tube was not used because we found that the turbine-

meter had a sensitivity of about 1 cm /s average flow channel velocity.

This was also about the lower velocity threshold of the pitot tube.

5. 2. 5. Calibration Results

Due to time limitations after the replacement probe was

received, and a concern about the probe life, both channels were

12
This limit of accuracy, about 1. 1oC, was deduced by observing
whether the calibration results, after being corrected for fluid
temperature variation, would fit into a smooth curve formed by the
rest of the data.
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calibrated only for water temperatures of 87.8, 93.3, and 98. 9 G

(190, 200 and 210°F). The well in Klamath Falls to be tested was

known to possess temperatures in the upper end of this range.

As the reader will recall, the author originally proposed that

channel 1 be calibrated for upward and downward flows. The well that

was tested, however, did not have a DHE, and it was felt that flow

would be upward. Hence channel 1 was calibrated only for this

direction,

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show plots of average velocity in the

calibration channel versus sensor power dissipation. Necessary

corrections to the sensor power have already been made. Appendix B

contains computer printouts of the calibration data and reduced

results.

There are two features in these results not present in those

shown in section 5.2.4, or not present to as great an extent: The

scatter of the data is larger, but still clearly shows the necessary

grouping trend. For each channel there were some measurements

taken at the same temperature on a different day (refer to Figure 5.17,

channel 1). Two data points for 93.3 °C at higher velocities have

noticeably lower power dissipation than data forming a complete run

on another day. In Figure 5.18 the same occurrence is seen for data

at 98.9 °C. Because the deviant results were obtained after the probe

had been in the water for a period of about two hours, drift was

suspected.
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Figure 5.17. Average calibration channel velocity versus sensor power dissipation for channel 1.
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To test this hypothesis, the anemometer was tested by holding

fluid velocity and temperature constant, leaving it in the RUN

position (sensor heating current ON), and recording calibration data

every few minutes until the probe had been in the water for about two

hours. Channel 1 was tested at 87.8 °G and channel 2 at 98.9 °C, with

the fluid velocity for each being about 4 cm/s. Results are shown in

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 in terms of percent velocity deviation from the

first data point in the drift test versus time since immersion for

channels 1 and 2. Because it took between 45 and 60 min from the

time of probe immersion in the water until data could be taken (due to

calibration system preparation), these deviations are not based on a

clean probe. It appears that the rate of drift (change in percent

deviation with time) is higher nearer the probe immersion time.

Because of the lack of data for the time immediately after probe

insertion in the channel and because drift depends on the particular

contaminants in the fluid being used, it was difficult to draw con-

clusions about error caused by drift before well measurements were

taken. The only thing that could be done would be to repeat measure-

ments at the same well depth over a period of one or two hours and

compare them.
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VI. FIELD MEASUREMENTS

As the end of calibration approached, a trip to Klamath Falls

was made to inspect the wells that would be tested after calibration

was completed. Only one well was available at the time, one at

130 Herbert Street, Klamath Falls. It was observed that access to

the well would allow a vehicle to be brought to within about 6 m of

the well. A subsequent trip with the equipment located in a van was

made to perform the well testing. The data gathering covered an

8 hr period during a single day. The well measured was cased but

had no DHE in it. Characteristics of the well are summarized in

Table 6. 1.

6. 1. Instrumentation

Much less instrumentation was used in the field at Klamath

Falls than in the calibration laboratory. The author felt that the

operational amplifier-VFC-counter system for voltage averaging

would not be necessary except under widely varying flow conditions.

Also, it was felt that the methods of handling the anemometer in the

well should be perfected before adding any auxiliary complicated

equipment. The analog meter on the anemometer electronics was

considered sufficient for anemometer output voltage measurement; a

digital voltmeter was not used. A photograph of the instruments in

the back of the van appears in Figure 6. 1.
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Table 6.1. Characteristics of tested well.

Location: 2130 Herbert, Klamath Falls
Depth: 61 m
Welibore Diameter: 26.7 cm
Casing Gage: 250
Casing Diameter: 20.3 cm
Casing installed from surface to bottom of well
SWL: 10.4 m
Perforations:

Size: 1.3 cm by 15.2 cm
16 perforations from 10.7 m to 13.7 m
28 perforations from 55.8 m to 60.7 m

Figure 6. 1. Instruments for field measurements.
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A 30 m length of anemometer cable connected the instruments

at one end to a male octal connector which plugged into the winch.

The female connecter on the winch was connected to the cable length

wound on the winch drum. This arrangement eliminated the need for

a set of complicated slip rings.

The anemometer probe was placed in a steel cage so that it

would not be damaged by contact with the casing wall or other sur-

faces. A drawing and photograph of the cage are shown in Figures

6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The cage was designed so that the

anemometer would have free access to water flow in the well. The

clamp comes apart by unfastening the bolts and nuts so that the

cage is easily removed. A 15 cm long additional layer of heat shrink

tubing was placed on the anemometer cable at the location of clamp

attachment to help prevent the cable from being scraped by the

clamp. A steel winch was used to raise and lower the cable.

Temperature measurement f the geothermal fluid presented

a problem. At the beginning of the project the author had hoped to

use the constant current source in the TEMPERATURE AND

SWITCHING module and millivolt bridge to determine the resistance

of the cable plus sensor. The constant current of 3.74 mA is low

enough that the sensor is not heated. Since the cable resistance

can be found, the sensor's resistance, and hence fluid temperature,

is known. Subsequent error analysis, however, showed that no
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Figure 6.2(a). Anemometer cage. This is the lower part
of the cage. All dimensions are in centimeters.
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Figure 6. 2(b). Anemometer cage.
This is the clamp on
the upper part of the
cage. All dimen-
sions are in centi-
meters.
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Figure 6.3. Photograph of anemometer cage.
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better than 1.7o C accuracy could be achieved. Much better

accuracy is desirable because the anemometer reading is very

sensitive to fluid temperature changes. We decided to use a

thermistor on a separate cable and attached to the top of the anemo-

meter cage with electrical tape. This thermistor unit had been used

extensively at Oregon Institute of Technology for measuring well

temperature profiles. After the resistance of the thermistor was

measured using a digital multimeter, fluid temperature was easily

found by reading a computer-generated resistance versus tempera-

ture table. Culver [74] has estimated the overall accuracy of the

thermistor as ± 0.06°C. The writer assumed ± 0.1°C in his error

analysis.

Figure 6.4 shows the equipment at the well. The thermistor

winch is at the extreme right, with the anemometer winch slightly to

the left. A depth-measuring indicator is located on the top of the

well for the anemometer cable, and on the thermistor winch for the

thermistor cable.

6.2. Data Gathering and Reduction

In the field the following variables were recorded:

1. Re (measured before start of test session).

7. RT

3. EA (read from analog meter on anemometer electronics)
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Figure 6.4. Equipment at well.
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4. R1 .

(thermistor resistance is determined and the correspond-5. Tf,
a

in.g temperature found from a table).

6. Depth in the well.

The proper setting for R1 was found by measuring R
T

and

then calculating the cable resistance R
c, 1

R'R.
R .

c, 1 (RT Re Rplug, c) R'c, s
(6.2.1)

Rplug,
c

is the resistance added by the octal connector to the shorted

cable. The desired probe resistance is found by adding 27.78°C

(50
oF) to Tf,

a
to get T

d'
and then determining the desired hot-film

p,

resistance Rp,
d

from

Rp,
d

= bo + b
1

Tp, d, (6.2.2)

where bo and b
1

are constants of the interpolation equation between

probe resistance vs. temperature points furnished by TSI. Then,

R + R + R 0.0186
1 p, d c, plug,

(6.2.3)

where Rplug,
i

is the resistance added by the octal connector to the

channel being used. Rplug,
c

0.0093.1 , R
1
= 0.0113D,, andplug,

Rplug,
2

= 0.0145 S. . Sensor power dissipation is found from

P

2
EA Rp, a

a
(R1 R3 + 0.0186)2

(6.2.4)



where Rp,
a is the actual probe resistance calculated from

Rp, a = R1 + 0.0186 Rplug, c, i
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(6.2.5)

Finally, the corrected sensor power dissipation is determined by

using equation (C.2. 1):

Pd = Pa Tp, a Tf, a

T Tp, d f, a

6.3. Channel 1 Results

(C.2. 1)

Data taken in the field together with the reduced results are

presented in Table 6.2 for channel 1, the sensor used to measure

vertical flows. Velocities were obtained by looking up the velocity

pertaining to a given Pd on the calibration curve for 98.89 o
C

(210°F) F) n Figure 5.17. The curve for this temperature was used

because 98.89 o C is close to the well temperatures. Power dissipa-

tions which indicated velocities less than 1 cm/s are marked as such,

since 1 cm/s was the lowest velocity which could be used in our

calibration system.

Because the pressures at depths where data were taken had to

be greater than the saturation pressure at the probe operating

temperature Tp,
a to prevent boiling of water at the sensor surface,

no data could be taken at depths less than 34 m.

Velocities in the unperforated region seem to fall between 9

and 14 cm/s, with the average being about 12 cm/s. We can use this



Table 6.2. Channel 1 field measurements.

De pth
FIT

R1

(m) (Si') 1,) (V)

36.6 6.0947 12.36 9.25

46.6a 6.2072 12.48 9.35
46.6a 6.2062 12.48 9.35

46.6a 6.1853 12.48 9.1

46.6a 6.1701 12.47 9.65

48.8 6.1685 12.45 9.3
48.8 6.2796 12.57 9.7

50.3 6.1737 12.47 9.45

51.8 6.1785 12.47 9.35

53.4 6.1905 12.49 9.3

53.4 6.2736 12.56 9.53

53.4 6.2776 12.57 9.7

54.9 6.202 1.50 9.4

r-55.5

0

56.1
0

4-Cd

56.7

I) 57.3

1 4'

(Continued

6.2001 12.50 9.1

Ta, f

((lot

Rp, a

(41)

97.8 6.451

98.4 6.459
98.4 6.460

100.7 6.481

101.1 6.486

99.7 6.468

100 9 6.477

101.2 6.482

101.1 6.478

101.1 6.486

100.2 6.473

100.4 6.479

101.3 6.484

101.3 6.486

If 4, 9.6 4. 4

6.2026 12.50 8.8 101.2 6.484

4 4'
9.4 4 4

6.2.1045 12.50 7.8 101.1 6.482

4, 9.5 4

6.24065 12.50 8.6 101.1 6.480

9.5 4

on next page)

Pa
(W)

Pd
(W)

Velocity

(cm /s)

0.201 0.202 11

0.205 0.203 11

0.205 0.203 11

0.195 0.192 9

0.219 0.215 14

0.203 0.204 12

0.220 0.222 14

0.210 0.210 13

0.206 0.209 13

0.203 0.200 10.5

0.213 0.213 14

0.220 0.217 14

0.208 0.207 12.5

0.195 0.192 9

0.217 0.214 14

0.182 0.181 6.5

0.208 0.206 12.5

0.143 0.143 <1
0.212 0.212 13.5

0.174 0.174 5.5

0.212 0.213 13.5



Table 6.2. (Continued)

Depth RT R1 EA
(m) (4) (414 (V)

57.9 6.2026 12.50 8.1
4 4, 4 9.0

58.5 6.2055 7,6

Ta, f Rp, a
( °C) (11.)

101,1 6.484

101.1 6.481

Pa Pd Velocity
(W) (VT) (cm/s)

0.153
0.189

10.154
0.190 9

<1
4 4 9 . 5 .1, ,i,

0.136

00:213129

0.136
0.213 14

59.1 6.2076 12.50 7.7 101.2 6.479 0.141 <1
+ i 8.5 0.170 4.50.172

59.8 6.2108 12.51 7.8 101.2 6.486 0.143 0.141 <1
4 i 8. 6 4 1,

0.174 0.171 4.5
60.4 6.2120 12.51 7.7 101.0 6.484 0.139 0.137 <1

4 if i 8.2 4 1
0.158 0.155 I

6. 48061.1 6.2161 12.51 7.55 101.2 0.134 0.135 <1

61.4 6,2187 12.52 7.9 101.5 6.4877 0.147 0.145 <1

aIndi cates data points used for investigating sensor drift in the well.
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to estimate the mass flow rate in the well because the velocity pro-

file in the well is probably quite flat, due to turbulent flow (velocity

for Re
D

2000 is 0.3 cm/s). A flat velocity profile of 12 cm/s

corresponds to a mass flow rate of 3.9 kg/s. Krietlow et al. [75]

analytically modeled a well with nearly identical characteristics

and obtained a mass flow of 3 kg/s. Culver [76] made spinner

measurements indicating 1.2 kg/s mass flow.

The author suggested earlier that the spinner may serve as a

significant flow blockage in the cased well because of the use of the

shroud. This now seems to be the case.

Some drift was observed in the channel 1 output. This was

tested by making a measurement at 46.6 m depth after the probe had

been in the water for 3.3 hr. The probe was then pulled out, cleaned,

and lowered back to 46.6 m. The indicated velocity before was

9 cm/s. After re-immersion it was 14 cm/s. Two data points

taken shortly after the initial immersion indicated 11 cm/s velocity

at this same depth. These four data points are marked in Table

6.2 by an "a."

Estimates of vertical flow 13in the perforation region (so noted

in Table 6. 2) are much more difficult to interpret. The readings

13 The entry under "velocity" in Table 6.2 is not, however, the verti-
cal velocity in the perforation region. It is the purely vertical
velocity that would give the equivalent power dissipation from
channel 1 that the flow in the well is giving.
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connected with " " in Table 6.2 indicate fluctuations between the

voltage readings connected. It is important to note that these fluctua-

tions were not encountered until the perforation region was reached.

In the zone above the perforations, readings at any one point were

relatively steady. This indicates the presence of considerable

turbulence from water flowing into the casing through the perfora-

tions.

If power dissipation had increased markedly in the perforation

zone, the author would have interpreted this to mean the existence

of a strong crossflow, since vertical flow was expected to decrease

as the probe was lowered further into the perforation zone. This

decrease in flow with depth is easily seen in Table 6.2.

Direction of vertical flow in the unperforated region was found

by lowering the probe slowly, recording the anemometer output

voltage, and then raising the probe at about the same speed and

recording the voltage again. The voltage was significantly

higher when the probe was being lowered, indicating an upward flow.

Since temperature profiles in cased wells with no DHE show increas-

ing temperature with depth, this flow direction would be expected.

When the results of the error analysis were considered, the

author found that the average vertical velocity falls between about

5 and 19 cm/s. However, he believes the actual value to be much

nearer the average value indicated above because of the small
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scatter of the readings and because the power dissipations at the

bottom of the well were what would be expected for near zero

velocity.

6.4. Channel 2 Results

Data taken in the field together with the reduced results are

presented in Table 6.3 for channel 2, the sensor used to measure

horizontal flows. Velocities shown14were obtained by looking up

the velocity pertaining to a given Pd on the calibration curve for

98.89°C C n Figure 5.18 (as was done for channel 1). Power dissipa-

tions indicating velocities less than 1 cm/s are so marked, again

as in Table 6.2.

The data from run 1 indicate a general increase in activity

(turbulence) when the probe is moved into the perforation zone from

the unperforated zone. (Perforations are located between 55.8 and

60.7 m.) There does seem to be an absence of high horizontal

velocities.

The velocities shown represent minimum velocities (not

considering error15 ) flowing past the sensor. The hot-film surface

14
The entry under"velocity"in Table 6.3 is not, however, the hori-

zontal velocity. It is the purely horizontal velocity that would give
the equivalent power dissipation from channel 2 that the flow in the
well is giving.

15 The error at 0.18 W power dissipation is about 0.014 W, correspond-
ing to f 5 cm/s.
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Table 6.3. Channel 2 field measurements.
Depth RT R1 EA f Rp, a
(m) 01-) (-a) (V) ( °C)

First run
53.4a 6.2765 13.24 7.40 100.6 7.051
53.4a 6.2793 13.24 7.15 100.6 7.048
55.2 6.3014 13.27 6.2 101.2 7.056

/ 1
8

i /average 7

55.2 6.3014 13.27 6 101.2 7.056

1 1
8.5

1/ iaveragee 6.2

55.2 6.2895 13.25

average

6,2 101.1 7.048
6.6
6.4

55.2 6.2895 13.25 6 101.1 7.048

/ 1

6.4
/ 4'average 6.2

55,2 6.2895 13 25 6 101.1 7.048
/ / 1

6.6
4' 4'

average 6.3
56.7 6,2,1370 13.25 6.4 101.0 7.050

4,4 4 8

57.0 6.3013 3 13.27 6.0 101.6 7.056
i 7.0 i 4'

57.0 6.2997 13.27 6.0 101,6 7.057
4 7.0 i

61.4 6.2131 13.18 5.8 101.2 7.055
(Continued on next page)

Pa
(ff)

Pd
(W)

Velocity
(cm /s)

0.136 0.133 2
0.127 0.126 1.5

0.096 0.094 <1
0.159 0.156 4
0.122 0.120 1

0.089 0.089 <1
0.180 0.178 7
0.096 0.095 <1

0.095 0.096 <1
0.108 0.109 <1
0.102 0.103 <1

0.089 0.090 <1
0.102 0.103 <1
0.095 0.096 <1

0.089 0.090 <1
0.108 0.109 <1
0.099 0.100 <1

0.102 0.101 <1
0.159 0.158 5

0.089 0.089 <1
0.122 0.121 <1

0.089 0.088 <1
0.122 0.120 1

0.084 0.083 <1



Table 6.3. (Continued)

Depth RT R1 EA Ta f
p, a

(m) (A) (41) (V) (°d) (.t)

Second run

50.i3a 6.0621 13.02 5.6

4'
5.8

101.2 7.047

I NI'

1

54.9a 6,1191 13.08 5.5

1

101.3 7.050
15.8

4,

55.5 6.1.1276 13.09

4,

5.6 101.3 7.051

4' 6.1

56, 1 6.1352 13.10 5.6 101.2 7.054

1 6.3
4' 4

56.7

/

6.1,310 13.09 5.6 1.1 7.048
, 6.2

57.3 6,1540

4

57.9 6.1656

1

58.5 6.1754

4

6.1837

59.8 6.1996

4

13.12 5.8
6.2

13.13 5.7
6.1

13.14 5.5

5.7

13.15 5.7
5.8

7.055

4,

7.053

1.

7.053

4

13. 16 5.6 101.0
5. 9

7.055

7.049

Pa
(W)

Pc'

(W)

Velocity

(cm/s)

Q .079

0.084
0.080
0.086

<1
<1

0.076 0.076 <1
0.084 0.085 <1

0.078 0.079 <1
0.093 0.093 <1

0.078 0.078 <1
0.099 0.098 <1

0.078 0.079 <1
0.096 0.097 <1

0.084 0.083 <1
0.096 0.095 <1

0.081 0.080 <1
0.093 0.092 <1

0.076 0.075 <1
0.081 0.080 <1

0.081 0.080 <1
0.084 0.082 <1

0.078 0.078 <1
0.087 0.087 <1

alndicates data points taken outside the perforation zone.
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has a shape matching part of the circumferential surface of a cylin-

der. At the low Reynolds numbers of our flow (Re
D

based on a

hot-film cylinder diameter of 1.5 mm and fluid velocity of 7.2 cm/s

is about 340), the most heat transfer will take place when flow

impinges on the film perpendicular to the surface [ 77]. (The flow

here is being modeled as flow past the leading edge of a cylinder

in crossflow.)

The large variation in indicated velocities in the perforation

zone could be explained by flow reversal or probe rotation. Nusselt

numbers (at Re
DR"--5

300, based on hot-film cylinder diameter)

averaged over the leading and trailing edges of a cylinder in cross-

flow have a ratio16 of about 2.75 [77]. The observed heat transfer

variations from the film have a ratio of 1.5 to 2.0. When one

realizes that a significant portion of the power dissipated from the

film is absorbed by the probe body and not by the fluid, the above

explanation gains credence.

Data points marked with an "a" in Table 6. 3 were not taken

within the perforation zones. In run 1 these were steady readings

(not fluctuating as in the perforation region), signifying upward flow

with no turbulence. Data points marked "average" are the

16 The ratio is that of the maximum Nusselt number to the minimum
Nusselt number. Reference [77] used Pr = 0. 7, while Pr = 1. 9
for the current fluid, water at 93°C. However, the influence of
Prandtl number over this range is quite small [78].
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approximate average voltage readings that were visually observed.

The word "rotate" indicates when the anemometer cable was rotated

to try and detect crossflows.

Some of the readings from runs 1 and 2 resulted in sensor

power dissipations that were off the lower end of the calibration

scale. This could be due to the fact that the flow was much slower

than in our calibration channel, since anemometer sensitivity (sen-

sor power dissipation change per unit velocity change) increases as

zero velocity is approached. The absence of high horizontal veloci-

ties during this run, however, would seem to be indicated.

Field measurement of the channel 2 resistance showed it to

be 0. 1,2 lower than expected at 100°C. When brought back to

Corvallis, the resistance was slightly more than 0.5.a lower than

expected. This does not explain the low field readings of run 2

because low probe resistance would lead one to set the overheat too

high, resulting in large power dissipations and not small ones.

But the failure of channel 2 to maintain constant resistance at a

given temperature under both laboratory and field conditions leads

the author to believe that the results obtained using channel 2 are

not entirely reliable. Overall, however, they do indicate flow

coming in through the perforations because of the turbulence, and

the absence of high horizontal velocities in the lower perforation

zone.
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6.5. Summary

Vertical flow measurements yielded an average mass flow

rate of 3. 9 kg/s, in good agreement with analytical work but three

times larger than the spinner measurements. Channel 1 readings

were fairly steady above the perforation zone, but showed significant

fluctuations when the perforation zone was entered. The author feels

that this signified turbulence due to flow entering through the per-

forations. Flow direction was established as being upward.

Horizontal flow measurements were less successful. Like

channel 1, channel 2 showed evidence of turbulence in the perfora-

tion region. We did not find evidence of high horizontal velocities.

It was difficult to separate horizontal flow from vertical flow for

two reasons: the long, narrow perforation slits allow only thin

streams of water to enter, probably giving rise to erratic readings.

Also, each anemometer sensor responds to both horizontal and

vertical flows. A method to help correct the second difficulty will

be described in the next chapter.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

It was noted in the previous chapter that difficulty was

encountered separating horizontal from vertical flow in the

anemometer readings. This problem might be alleviated by modify-

ing the anemometer cage as follows:

1. For horizontal flow measurements, install disks which cover

the cross-sectional area of both support rings. The disk on

the lower ring should extend outward so that it is the same

diameter as the disk attached to the upper ring support. This

will tend to keep vertical flow from reaching the probe but will

allow free access to it by any horizontal crossflow. There

must be a hole in the center of the upper disk to allow entry

by the anemometer.

2. For vertical flow measurements, install a cylindrical shell

around the upper support ring which extends down until it is

even with the lower support ring (a distance of 10.2 cm). This

will block horizontal flow but will permit vertical flow to flow

freely past the probe.

Channel 2 can be used only if further investigations show its

resistance to be stable. If it is stable, then a resistance versus

temperature curve will have to be determined experimentally by

making such measurements at several temperatures. Otherwise,
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channel 1 may be used for horizontal flow measurements. This

presents no problem because channel 1 is oriented in essentially the

same manner for horizontal flow as channel 2. is (see Figure 5.6).

Channel 1 should be cleaned with methanol before any further use,

as it accumulated a small patch of precipitate plus one rather large

particle in the well at Klamath Falls.

Measurements should be made in uncased wells, especially

of horizontal flow in the hot water aquifer region of the wellbore.

Crossflow may be easier to measure in an uncased well because of

the absence of perforations. However, the addition of casing with

perforations will change crossflow patterns within the wellbore, so

that uncased well crossflows may not be a good indicator of the

same flows in cased wells.

Measurements should also be made in cased wells with DHE's

to determine the effect of the DHE on the geothermal fluid's flow-

rate and flow direction. A smaller anemometer cage may have to

be designed if this is done.

Velocity profiles in the calibration channel were not measured.

This means that our well flow rates may be underestimated, since

the velocity at the centerline of the calibration channel where the

probe is located will not be less than the average velocity in the

channel. These profiles could be measured to refine the accuracy,

provided future results of field tests warrant this refinement.
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APPENDIX A-1

Explanation of Calibration Data
Reduction Computer Programs

Computer programs were written to reduce calibration data to

average velocity in the calibration channel versus sensor power

dissipation at constant overheat and fluid temperature. Copies of

the programs appear in Appendices A-2 and A-3. The purpose of

this discussion is to explain these programs.

A -1. 1 Explanation of Program CALIB

Appendix A-2 contains Program CALIB, which is used to

calculate the sensor power dissipation as a function of average

velocity without making corrections for fluid temperature and sen-

sor resistance variations. These steps are performed in the

program:

1. The following variables, which remain constant for the pro-

gram run, are read 1:

a. Bridge resistance values R2 and R3 (ohms).

b. KVFC
(kHz/volt), the voltage-to-frequency convertor

conversion factor. This accounts for the attenuation of

1English units are used in the input data for convenience, since
the temperatures, specific volume versus temperature, and
thermocouple calibration data are in English units.
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the anemometer output voltage EA by the operational

amplifier and the conversion of this voltage to a fre-

quency by the voltage-to-frequency convertor.

c. K (lbf/in 2 per division).

d. A .
), the cross-sectional area of the calibration chan-

e.

nel.

Re (ohms), the resistance of the test leads connected

between the resistance bridge and the shorted pair of

anemometer cable leads.

2. Thermocouple calibration data are read from a computer file.

The data [79] consist of thermocouple emf (millivolts) versus

temperature (oF) for a 0°C reference junction copper-

constantan thermocouple, and is read every 5 oF between 35 oF

and 250 o F.

3. Variables from each data point (flow rate) of the calibration

run are read in the following order:

a. K, the number of data points in the calibration run.

b. TA (°F).

c. THg ( F ) .

d. ET (millivolts, my).

e .
VFC (kHz).

f . P (divisions
p

g . RT (ohms).
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h. Ff (Hz).

i
EA

(volts).

j . R
1

(ohms).

4. The information for water specific volume (ft 3 /lbm) [803 as a

function of temperature (0F) was read from a computer file

for every 20°F between 60 and 240°F.

5. The thermocouple emf ET is converted to the water tempera-

ture Tf,
a (oF) by interpolation in the millivolt versus tern-

perature table. The subroutine INTERP is called to do this.

6. The cable resistance R . is calculated from equations
c, 1

(5.2.2.1) and (5.2.3.1).

7 FVFC (kHz) is converted to the average anemometer voltage.

EA, avg (volts) by using

F VFC
A, avg KVF C

8. The probe resistance R (ohms) is calculated from

5(R
1

+ 0.0186)

R2
Re, .

(A-1.1)

(A-1.2)

The factor "5" in equation (A-1.2) is necessary because the

actual value of R1 in the anemometer circuit is five times the

value read on its dial, due to the 5:1 bridge ratio (see section

5. 2. 3).



9 The actual sensor power dissipation Pa (watts) is then cal-

culated from

2
EA, avg Rp

Pd
2

(R +R +R )c, i p 3
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(A-1.3)

10. The pitot tube reading P (divisions) is converted to average

velocity in the calibration channel. First, the specific volume

of the water at Tf,
a

is found by interpolation in the specific

volume versus temperature table. Centerline velocity V pt

(in/s) at the pitot tube location (along the longitudinal axis of

a 1.91 cm (0.75 in) nominal size pipe) is found from the pitot

tube equation

Vpt = 12
c
vAP , (A-1. 4 )

where gc = 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-s2, P (lbf /ft2) is the difference

between the fluid static and stagnation pressures as measured

by the pitot tube, and v (ft3/1bm) is the specific volume of the

water at T . The specific volume at T is obtained byf, a f, a

calling INTERP. The factor "12" gives V pt
in in/s. 4P is

calculated from

A P = 144K P . (A-1.5)
P P

The average velocity Vavg (in/s) in the calibration flow channel

is then found from



Apt
Vavg

A Vpt
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(A-1.6)

where Apt is the cross-sectional area (0.479 in 2) of the pipe

in which the pitot tube is located.2

11. Average velocity Vavg (in/s) in the calibration channel is

calculated from the turbinemeter frequency F
f
.3 This is done

by first calculating the average velocity Vt in the calibra-avg

tion channel from the turbinemeter velocity versus frequency

regression equation:

Vavg 0.0427 + 0.0781 Ff (A- I . 7)

12. Results are then output in both English and SI units.

A-1.2. Explanation of Program CORRECT

Appendix A-3 contains Program CORRECT, which is used to

2

3

For calibration channel average velocities between 7.6 and 22
cm/s, the centerline velocity Vpt at the pitot tube, rather than
the average velocity at the pitot tube, can be used because experi-
mental measurement of the centerline and average velocities
show them to be within 4% of each other. Below 7.6 cm/s, the
pitot tube will have to be calibrated in terms of average velocity
versus the velocity calculated from equation (A-1.4).

The turbinemeter, which measures the calibration system flow-
rate, is a volumetric meter. The turbinemeter was calibrated at
water temperatures of 15. 6 °C. Calibration occurs, however, at
90 to 100°C. Error in flow measurements in the calibration chan-
nel when using turbinemeter calibration curves obtained at 15.6°C
should be less than 5%, which is the approximate change in water
density between 15.6°C and'100°C.
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calculate the sensor power dissipation corrected for the effects of

fluid temperature and sensor resistance variations.

These steps are followed in the program:

1. The following variables which are fixed for the duration of the

program are input:

a. Tf,
d

(oC).

b. Toyer (oC), desired overheat temperature.

c. K, number of data points in the calibration run.

d. and Vavg, max (cm/s),V
g,

the origin and maximum

values of the velocity axis on the plot generated at the

end of the program.

e, pd, min and pd, max (watts), the origin and maximum

value of the sensor power axis on the plot generated at

the end of the program. (The plotting feature was not

used in the reduced results presented in Appendix B.)

2. These variables that were output from Program CALIB are

read in from a computer file:

a. J, the sequence number of the data point in the calibration

run.

b. Tf,
a

(oC).

c. Pa (watts).

d. Vavg (cm/s).

e. Rp (ohms),
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3. The sensor operating temperature Tp,
a

(oC) is calculated by

linear interpolation of the sensor's resistance versus tem-

perature curve between two of the points supplied by Thermo-

Systems, 66 and 100°C. This results in the following two

interpolation equations:

Channel 1: Tp, a = 112.965 R 585.496 (A-2.1)
p

Channel 2: Tp, a
= 112.965 R - 649.772 (A-2.2)

p

4. Pd is then calculated from equation (5.2.2.5).

5. Results are output in SI units only.
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APPENDIX B-2

Program CALIB



PROCRANI CAL/B(INPUT.CLIPUT,TAFE60=INPUT,TAPE61.0UTPUT,TAPE6,TARET.
TARE8,TAPE91

C
C THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN TO REDUCE DATA FRCM THE CALIBRATION OF A
C HOT-FILM ANEMOMETER IC TAKE INTO ACCOUNT CABLE RESISTANCE,FLUIO
C TEMPERATURE, AND ANErCrETER OVERHEAT.
C

C LUN 6 = OUTPUT FILE FCR VELCCITY CALIBRATION
C LUN T = INPUT FILE FCR COPPEF-CONSTANTAN THERMOCOUPLE
C CALIBRATION CLRVE
C LUN 5 = INPUT FILE FOR WATER SPECIFIC VOLUME VERSUS TEMPERATURE
C LUN 9 = OUTPUT FILE PER TEmFERATURE,VELCCITY, POWER DISSIPATED IN
C SENSOR, IN SI UNITS (VELOCITY IN CM/SEC)
C LUN 60 = CARD READER INPUT
C LIP( 61 = LINE PRINTER CUTPUT
C

C
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C
C. CEFINITION OF VARIABLES

C THGA.2 . MERCURY THERmCMETER AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F
C THGwAT = MERCURY THERmcrETER HATER TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F
C ETHERM = THERMOCOUPLE ErF IN MILLIVOLTS CURING TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION
C VFC = VOLTAGE-To-FREcuENCY CONVERTOR READING IN KILOHERTZ
C PACE = PACE METER DIVISION:
C FLOW = TURBINE FL0NrETER FREQUENCY IN HERTZ
C EBRIGE = ESTIMATED ERI10E CUTPUT VOLTAGE IN VELOCITY - MEASURING MODE
C R1 = RESISTANCE OF VARIABLE DECADE RESISTOR IN OHMS
C 1FOONY = vot_TA;E-Tc-FFEGuErCv CONVERTOR CCNVERSICN FACTOR (KHZ/VOLT)
C AREA = CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA 0r FLOW CHANNEL IN SQUARE INCHES
C R2, R3 = BRIDGE RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS (TSI CIRCUIT)
C VELOC = AVERAGE PLUTO VELCCITY IN INCHES PER SECOND IN 2 1/2 INCH
C CHANNEL
C PSENS = POWER DISSIPATED IN SENSOR IN WATTS
C TEMP = FLUID TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT ACCORDING 70
C THERMOCOUPLE REACINE
C RP . PROBE RESISTANCE IN ONUS
C THERMO = TEMPERATURE IN DECREES F IN THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION FILE
C THEFrE = CALIBRATED 1HER1CCouPLE EMF IN MILLIVCLTS AT TEMPERATURE

THERM°, IN THERMCCCUPLE CALIBRATION FILE
C PACFAC = PACE METER CONVERSION FACTOR (DIVISIONS PER PSI)
C SPCVOL = WAT ER ERI5PECIFIC VCLUME AT TEMPERATURE TVOL (CUBIC FEET PER LBW(
C A TABLE VALUE.
C TVOL = WATER TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES F AT SPECIFIC VOLUME SPCVOL. THIS
C IS A TABLE VALUE.
C RT = RESISTANCE OF LEST LEADS IN OHMS
C ()CABLE . SENSOR CABLE RESISTANCE
C VOLUME = SPECIFIC VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET PER LBM OF WATER AT TEST
C TEMPERATURE TEMP
C V34 = CENTERLINE VELCCITY IN 3/4 INCH PIPE BY PITOT-TUBE MEASUREMENT
C IN INCHES PER SECCND
C V25 . AVERAGE VELOCITY IN 2 1/2 INCH CALIBRATION CHANNEL, DETERMINED
C FROM PITCT TUEE.
C EBRIG = AVERAGE BRICGE CUTPUT VOLTAGE IN VELOCITY-MEASURING MODE AS

DETERMINED FROM VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTOR ARRANGEMENT
0 = VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE IN CALIBRATION SYSTEM Ih CUBIC INCHES PER

C SECOND
C N = NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN INERMOCOUPLE VERSUS MILLIVOLT FILE
C K = NUMBER OF cALIERATICN CATA POINTS
C N = NUMBER OF ENTRIES EN SPECIFIC VOLUME VERSUS TEMPERATURE TABLE
C I, MCP, ANO J ARE COUNTERS
C RSPRIM = RESISTANCE CF SHORTED CABLE IN OHMS

PS = RESISTANCE OF !PORTED CABLE PLUS TEST LEADS (CHmS1
C ETHERM a THERMOCOUPLE EMF IN MILLIVOLTS DURING VELOCITY cALLBRAliuN
C
C
C

C NOTE THAT AT THE ENO CF THE GROGRAM, AFTER THE LISTED VARIABLES AREC PRINTED IN THE UNITS LISTED ABOVE, THE FOLLOWING CHANGES TO SI UNITSC ARE WADE AND THE OUTPUT LIST IS REPEATED IN THE CHANGED UNITS.
C
C THGArB = DEGREES C
C THGWAT ... DEGREES C
C TEMP = DEGREES C
C VELOC = CENTIMETERS PER SECOND
C V34 = CENTIMETERS FER SECOND
C V25 = CENTIMETERS FERSECCNO
C
C
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DIMENSION THGAMB(100),THGWAT(100).ETMERM(100),VFC(100),PACE(100),R
.S1/001,FLOW(1.0011EBRICE(/001,P11100).4ELOC1100/oPSEHS11001,THERMOI
w100),THERME(100),RCAOLE1100),EBRIG(1001,RP1100),TVOL(100).SPCVOL(1
00).V34(1001 .V25(100),TEMP(100),VOLUME(100)

C INPUT CALIBRATION FACTORS
C

PE07(10,1)P2,P3,VFCONV,PACFAC,ARE0,RT
FORMATI8F10.4)

C
C READ IN THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION CATAIFRON PUBLISHED TABLES FOR COPPER
C CONSTANTAN THERMOCOUPLES)
C

N.45

REA0(7.2)(THERMOUT,THERME(I).1.101
2 FORNAT(2F15.4)

WRITE(61,3041(THERMO(MCP),THEFME(MOP),40P=1,M)
304 POPmAT(il THERMOCOV/(2F12.511

C READ IN TEST RESULTS
C

READt60,3)KOTHGAMB(II,THGWAT(I),ETHERM(I),VFC(1),PACE(I),RS(I),
ELOW(II.ERRIGE1I1gRI(II,I=1.K)

3 EORMATII2/(9F9.311
WRITE(61001)(THGAMB1MCF1,1HGMAT(MOP),ETHERM(POP),VET(MOP1,

s.FACE(HOP),PS(40P),FLOM(POP),E1PIGE(ROP),R1(MOPIOOP=1,K)
301 FORMAT110 DATA LIST,2(9F12.51)
C
C READ IN SPECIFIC VOLUME VS. TEMPERATURE TARLE
C

READI,,2)ITVOLMISPCYCL(II.Is1,N)
WRITE461,700(TVOL(MCF).SPCVCIIMOP100P.101

305 FORMATUt VOLUNE*1(2F10.511
C

C CONVERT THERMOCOUPLE EMF 7C TEMPERATURE BY INTERPOLATION IN THERMOCOUPLE
C EMFTOTEMPERATURE TARLE
C

DO 1000 J.10(
CALL INTERPITMERME,THERMOIETHERMUI,TEMPO/eM,J1

C
C CALCULATE CABLE RESISTANCE
C

RSPR/M.RS(J)RT
RCARLE(J) .1.0102134*RSFRIM

C

C CALCULATE POWER DISSIPATED IN SENSOR. MULTIPLY RI BY 5.0 TO TAKE 5 TO 1
C BRIDGE. RATIO INTO ACCOUNT
C

EBRIG(J)=VFC(JI/VFCONV
RP(11 =(PLIJ11.0.0156 *5.R1/R2RCABLE(J)
PSENS(J)=EBRIG(J) EBRIGIJ)RPIJI/f(RCA9LEWFP(J)4
R3121

C

C CONVERT PITCT TUBE READINGS TO AVERAGE VELOCITY IN 2 1/2 INCH CHANNEL. ITC IS ASSUMED THAT THE VELOCIT/ MEASLRED BY THE P/TCT TUBE (CENTERLINE VELOCITY)C IS THE SAME AS THE AVERAGE VELOCITY.
C
C FIRST, FIND THE WATER DENSITY AT THE TEST TEMPERATURE
C

CALL INTERP(TVOL,SPCVOL,TEMP(J).VOLUME(11,N.J1
V341J1=SDRT(2.32.2PACE(J1PACFAC144.*VOLUME(J))+12.
V25 (J).(0. 479/AREA),VJ41J)

C

C CONVERT FLOWWETER READINGS TO AVERAGE VELOCITY IN 2 1/2 INCH CHANNEL
re

0.0.252379360.4296832FLOW(J)
VELOC(J) =7 /AREA

1000 CONTINUE
C

C OUTPUT OF REDUCED RESULTS IN ENGLISH UNITS
C

CALL OATE(OAY)
UNITS=OH ENGLISH
WRITEtE 1 ,G) OAT UNITS, IJ.THGAME (J) .THGWAT (J) ,ETHERM(J) ,TEMP(J/ .
4PACE(J/IV14(J),V251J),FLOWIJI,VELOC(J).RS(J1,RCABLEIJI,RP(J),
R1( 11.EORIGEIJ),VPC(JI,EBRIG(J),J=11K)

5 FORMAT(lITHE DATE IS 11,08/$ RECUCED RESULTS OF VELOCITY CALIORATIO
tN /N$AM,M UNITS*//0 J THGAME THGWAT ETHERN TEMP PACE V
.14 V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP RI. EBRI
,GE VFC EBRIGt/3E(/*0!,12,16F0.3))
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C
C OUTPUT DATA TO FILE
C

WRITE(P,S)irj.THGANBSJIIINGWATIJ1,ETHEPMIA,TEMPIJ),PACE(J10134(J),
EV25(J),FLOW(J).VELOC(Ji,RS(JI.RCABLE(JI,RPIJItRIAJI,EBRIGE(J),VECI
,11,EBPIGOI,J.1.40
FORMAT(T3.16FB.3)

C

C CONVERT ENGLISH QUANTITIES 70 NEMO QUANTITIES
C,

00 29 J=1.1(
THGAMB(J)=ITHGAMB(J112.1111.8
THGWAT(J)(THGNATO).-32.1/1.8
TEMPIJI=ITEmP(J)-32.1/1.8
V34(J1=434(J12.54
V251J)=V25(J1'2.54
VELOC(J1=4ELOC(J12.54

29 CONTINUE
UNITS=5H METPIC
WRITEIE1,510RY,UNITS,(J,THGAWECJloTHGWAT(j),EINVRN(j),TEMP(31

PACE(J).V34(J),V25(J),PLOW(J),VELOC(Jl,RS(J),PCABLE(J).RP(J).
ERifilloEBPIGE(J),VFC(J),EIVIGIJ).J=1,K1

C

C
C

WRITE OUT TEMPERATURE VERSUS POWER DISSIPATED

VP/TE03,341J.TENPUI,FSENS(J).VELOC(J).J=t,K1
34 FORMAT(I3,3PIE.4)

WRITE(E1,3910AY.1J,TEPFIJIIPSENSM,WELOC(J),J=100

3E FORMATWTHE DATE IS il,18** FINAL RESULTS OF VELOCITY CALIBRATION*
J*.EX,tTEMP*,12*.PPSENE*,10X,tVELOC*/30(/*0*,I9OF/5.41)

C
C WRITE OUT CALIBRATION FACICFS
C

AREA=APEA.6.4516
WVITE(61,401R2.R3,VFCCNV,PACFAC,AREA,RT

4$ FORWATItr*LIBRATION FACTOPSW-R2. *,P10.3/00123=$,F10.31
tOYECONV.*.F10.3/*OPACFAC=*E11.3/*OAREA**,F10.3/*ORT**,E15.41
STOP
END
SUIROUTINE INTERP(TABLEX,TABLEYOIY,K.NUMBI
OINENSION TABLEXt100),TABLEY(100)
wM.1.

IF(X.M.TABLEX(K).OR.Y.L7.TABLEXMIGO TO 32
23 CONTINUE

IPIX.GE.TABLEXIMM).ANO.X.LEOPBLEXIMM11)G0 70 24
m0=Nmt
GO TO 23

32 WRITE(61.25)NUMB
25, PORMAT(IH011*OATA CARO NC.,,I5,*HAS A VALUE OUT OF RANGE OF THE TAB

'LE DATA! /)
Y.0.0
PETUPN

24 CONTINUE

Ywl)-TABLEXIWHIlf(TABtFWINNE11..TABLEX041,*(TABLEVOME11-1ABLEYtNN
IlET4BLETC/1)
RETURN
ENO
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APPENDIX B-3

Program CORRECT
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1 FCPNATtrItE1.11
0ELx=Yrax-xwIN
OELY=YNtlx-YNIN
riv=FLoaTt/vNI-0.000001
xp4=FLoAT(INH)-0.000001
OC 11011 J=1,14

IV(J)=cfm/x-Y(J)1I/V/CELy1.
1000 /40).(AIJ(xmiN),,x/H/cELx.t.

00 4000 I=1,IvH
00 2000 K=1,INN
L=2

/FiNc0(K,INci.E0.1.00.PC0(I,IVO).EQ.1)L=1
2C00 0(K)=Sy.10L(L)

00 -.000 1 =1,N

/F(T.%E.Iv(J»GO TO !000
a(IN(J)) =SYN00L(3)
/0(.1)=0

3000 CONTINUE
4000 wRITE 10,(1(J),J=1,INv1
10 FvNAT(10x,12F,A1)

WRITE 30,TNIN,XMIN,XMAX
SI rORNAT(*./E8.1/$ ,00,E9.1,1120,E9.10

RETURN
ENO
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Calibration Data and Reduced Results

Data and reduced results from the calibration for both channels

of the second probe are presented in this appendix. At the top of

each page is found calibration data. In the lower left-hand corner

the constants for each run are listed under "CALIBRATION FAC-

TORS." Reduced results for the sensor power dissipation after

corrections for variations in probe resistance and fluid temperature

are found at the bottom of the page.

The column headings in this appendix are defined in the com-

puter program listings in Appendices B-2 and B-3. The units for

the headings are listed below:

He Units

THGAMB degrees Celsius

THGWAT degrees Celsius

ETHERM millivolts

TEMP degrees Celsius

PACE divisions

V34 centimeters per second

V25 centimeters per second

FLOW Hertz

VELOC Centimeters per second

RS ohms

RCABLE ohms
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Heading Units

RP ohms

R1 ohms

EBRIGE volts

VFC kilohertz

EBRIG volts

TDES degrees Celsius

PNEW watts

R2 ohms

R3 ohms

VFCONV kilohertz /volt

PACFAC pounds per square inch per division

AREA square centimeters

RT ohms



Channel 1,

TMGAme

TDES = 87. 7778°C, Date -- 5 /12

TKNAT ETHER+. TEMP PACE V34 V25

/77

FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP RI EBRIGE VFC EBRIG

1 24.444 87.778 3.709 87.713 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.800 13.556 5.647 5.476 6.372 11.830 9.450 46.860 9.433

2 24.444 87.778 3.710 87.734 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.700 13.536 5.648 5.476 6.362 11.820 9.300 45.776 9.215

3 24.444 87.778 .3.710 87.734 0.000. 0.000 0.000 61.200 12.247 5.650 5.479 6.359 11.020 _9.100 45.011 _9.061

4 24.444 87.778 3.710 87.734 0.000 0.000 0.000 52.000 10.422 5.653 5.482 6.356 11.820 8.900 44.128 8.883

5 24.444 87.778 3.720 87.953 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.600 13.516 5.659 5.487 6.361 11.830 9.100 44.925 9.044

6 24.444 88.333 3.724 00.040 0.000 0.000 . 0.000 60.700 12.148 5.660 5.489 6.360 11.830 8.950 .44.364 _8.930

7 24.444 88.889 3.724 98.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 52.300 10.482 5.663 5.492 6.357 11.830 8.800 43.462 8.749

8 23.889 88.889 3.729 88.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 42.400 8.518 5.665 5.494 6.365 11.840 8.700 42.736 8.603

9 24.444 89.444 3.753 88.675..__.0.000__ 0.000 _0.020 35.500 7.150 5.669 .5.498 6.361 11.840 8.400..41.647 _ 8.383_

10 24.444 89.167 3.749 88.597 0.000 0.000 0.000 26.600 5.384 5.671 5.499 6.359 11.840 8.250 40.749 8.203

"11 21.889 89.444 3.745 88.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.800 4.234 5.672 5.501 6.368 11.850 8.200 40.899 8.233

12 23.689 89.444 3.727 88.106 0.300 0.003 0.000 15.600 3.203 5.673 5.502 6.367 11.850 8.100 40.193 _. 8.091._

13 23.989 89.444 3.727 88.106 1.000 0.000 0.030 10.900 2.270 5.674 5.503 6.366 11.850 7.950 39.459 7.943

14 23.889 90.000 3.708 87.691 0.000 3.800 0.000 8.400 1.775 5.674 5.503 6.365 11.850 7.850 39.172 7.885

15 23.889 91.111 3.700 97.517 0.000 5.730 0.000 6.100 1.318 5.676 5.504 6.364 11.850 7.800 38.892 _ 7.827

CALIBRATION FACTORS RESULTS OF vELoPITv CALIBRATION AFTER CORRECTION FOR VARIATIONS IN fRosE RESISTANCE

_

R2=

Rl=

200.000

40.000

4,0

I
FLUID TEmPEPATUFE

IDES PNEW VELCC J IDES PHEW VELOC
1 57.7778 .2032 13.5559 a 87.7778 .1762 8.5181

vFCONV= 4.968
2 87.7778 .2018 13.5360 B. 87.7778 _J.1496

PACFAC= O.

1 87.7774 12.2468 10 87.7778 .1669 5.394341975
AREA= 39.632

4 87.7778 .1920 10.4221 11 87.7774 .1615 4.2339
RT= .1409E+00

5 87.7778 .1966 13.5162 12 87.7778 .41544 3.2020

6 87.7778 .1931 12.1477 13 87.7778 .1494 2.2704

7 87.7778 .1376 10.4916 1j. 87.1778 .1456 1.7745

_15 ______ 87.7778 .1432



Channel 1, TDES = 93.3333°C, Date -- 5 /12/77
J THGAmO THGWAT ETHERH TEMP PACE V34 V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCA8LE RP R1 EBRI6E VFC EORIC

1 24.44.. 93.611 3.720 87.953 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.700 13.536 5.691 5.520 6.418 11.920 9.700 47.730 9.626

23.849 94.167 3.875 51.337 0.000 0.000 0.000 61.900 12.386 5.690 5.519 6.420 11.920 9.500 46.938 9.467

3 23.889 94.167 3.967 93.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 50.700 10.164_.5.689 5.517 6.411 11.910 9.100 44.922 9.060

4 23.839 94.444 3.960 93.181 0.000 0.000 0.000 66.600 13.318 5.688 5.517 6.412 11.910 9.200 45.465 9.170

5 24.444 93.333 3.963 93.247 0.000 0.000 0.000 62.300 12.465 5.689 5.518 6.411 11.910 9.200 45.431 9.173

6 24.444 93.333 3.965 93.290 0.000 0.000 0.000 52.600 10.541 5.690 5.518 6.410 11.910 9.050 44.494._..6.974

7 24.444 93.333 3.976 53.527 0.000 0.000 0.000 43.400 8.716 5.690 5.519 6.410 11.910 8.800 43.693 8.812

ft 24.444 93.889 3.959 93.160 0.000 0.000 0.000 34.200 6.892 5.691 5.519 6.409 11.910 8.700 42.661 8.634

9 24.722 94.167 3.962 93.225 0.000 0.000_ 0.000 23.100 4.690 5.691 5.520 6.409 11.910 0.450 41.672 __13.405

10 24.722 94.444 3.975 93.506 0.000 0.000 0.000 16.500 3.381 5.691 5.520 6.409 11.910 0.200 40.484 8.165

CALIORATIoN FACTORS RESULTS OF VELOCITY CALIORATICN AFTER CORRECTION FOR VARIATIONS IN PROBE RESISTANCE

R2.

R3

200.000

40.000

AND FLUID TEMPERATURE

TDES PNEW VELOC
1 93.3333 .1813 13.5360

vFCCNV= 4.958
2 93.3333 .1935 12.3857

RAGFAC= O.

43.3333 10.1643--3- .1964-
AREA. 39.632

4 93.3333 .1992 13.3179
RT. .14095+00

9 93.3333 .2006 12.4650

6 43.3333 .1931 10.5411

7 93.3333 .1878 8.7164

8 93.3333 .1774 6.8917

9 _ 93.3333 -1646 _ _ 4.6101

10 93.3333 .1618 3.3811



Channel 1, TDES = 93.3333°C, Date - 5/13/77
J THGAMB THGWAT ETHERM TEMP PACE V34 V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP RI EBRIGE VFC EBRIG

1 24.722 95.556 3.965 93.290 0.000 0.000 0.000 12.400 2.568 5.691 5.520 6.409 11.910 8.150 40.347 8.132

2 24.7:2 96.111 3.991 93.850 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.500 1.656 5.691 5.520 6.409 11.910 7.950 39.344 7.930

3 24.722 96.667 4.031 94.711 0.000 _0.000 0.000 8.100. -1.715 .5.691 5.520 6.409 11.910 7.800 35.666 1.791

CALIBRATION FACTORS RESULTS OF
AND FLUID

VELOCITY CALIBRATICN AFTER
TEMPERATURE

CORRECTION FOR VARIATIONS IN PROBE RESISTANCE

R2. 200.000 J TDES PNEW VELCC
R3= 40.000

1 93.3333 .1592 2.5679
VFCONV. 4.961

2 93.3333 .1546 1.6555
PACFAC= 0.

3 _______1.7150----23.-3333 .1541__
AREA= 39.632

RT. .1406E+00



Channel 1, TDES = 98.8889°C, Date -- 5/13/77

J THGAMP INGWAT ETHERM TEMP PACE V34 VZ5 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP R1 EOPIGE VFC EBRIG

25.000 99.167 4.224 98.867 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.100 13.417 5.692 5.521 6.457 11.960 9.400 416.550 9.383

2 25.000 99.167 4.228 95.953 0.000 0.000 0.000 62.100 12.425 5.692 5.521 6.457 11.960 9.300 46.025 9.277

3 25.000 99.444 4.226 98.910 0.000 0.000 0.000 51.400 10.303 5.692 - 5.521 6.457 11.960 _9.100 45.009 9.072 _

4 25.000 99.722 4.229 98.974 0.000 0.000 0.000 43.300 8.697 5.693 5.522 6.457 11.960 8.900 43.964 8.861

5 25.000 99.722 4.229 98.974 0.000 0.000 0.000 35.900 7.229 5.693 5.522 6.457 11.960 8.700 43.248 8.717

6 25.000 99.722 4.224 99.867 0.000 0.000 0.000 27.100 5.483 5.693- 5.522 6.457 11.960 _ 8.550 -42.532_ 0.573

7 25.000 100.000 4.221 98.803 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.800 4.036 5.693 5.522 6.457 11.960 8.330 41.368 8.338

8 25.000 100.278 4.210 98.566 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.700 2.826 5.693 5.522 6.457 11.960 8.190 40.570 8.177

25.000 101.111 4.198 98.337 0.000 11.000 0.000 10.800 2.251 5.693 5.522 6.457 11.960 8.090 40.231 8.109

10 25.000 102.778 4.196 98.264 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 1.100 5.693 5.522 6.456 11.960 8.050 39.871 8.036

CA..IBRATION FACTORS RasuLTs OF
AND FLUID

R2= 209.300

143. 40.000

VELOCITY CALIBRATICN AFTER CORRECTION FO.
TEMPERATURE

J IDES PNE W
1 98.8888 .2143

VARIATIONS IN PROBE RESISTANCE

VE LC)C.:

13.4170
VFCON4= 4.961

2 98.8888 .2102 12.4253
PACFAC= 0.

3 98.8888 _.2007 10.3031
AREA= 39.632

4 98.8888 .1919 8.6966
RT= .1406E+00

5 98.8888 .1857 7.2289

6 98.8888 .1789 5.4535

7 98.8888 .1699 4.0356

8 98.8888 .1610 2.8257

98.8888 .1568 2.2505

10 98.8888 .1544 1.1002



Channel 2, TDES = 87.7778°C,

J THGAIO THGWAT ETMER4 TEMP PACE

Date

V34

-- 5 /26 /77

V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP R1 EBRIGE VFC EBRIG

1 25.556 87.778 3.690 87.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.400 13.477 5.674 5.594 6.935 12.510 8.800 43.403 8.766

2 26.556 88.333 3.714 87.822 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.100 12.029 5.675 5.594 6.934 12.510 8.500 41.929 8.468

-3 25.556 88.889-- 3.712 87.778 0.000 - -0.000 0.000 51.500 10.323 5.675 5.595 6.934 .12 .510 8.160 40.469 _8.173 -

4 .25.556 89.167 3.726 88.084 0.000 0.000 0.000 41.100 8.260 5.675 5.595 6.934 12.510 7.950 39.303 7.938

5 25.556 89.444 3.734 88.259 0.000 0.000 0.000 34.300 6.912 5.675 5.595 6.933 12.510 7.740 38.293 7.734

6 25.556 88.333 -3.716 87.865 0.000 0.000 0.000 26.300 5.325 5.677 5.597 6.932 12.510 7.530 37.498-7.573 .

7 25.556 88.889 3.719 87.931 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.100 4.095 5.678 5.597 6.931 12.510 7.380 36.672 7.406

8 25.556 89.444 3.721 87.975 0.000 0.000 0.000 14.900 3.064 5.678 5.597 6.931 12.510 7.180 35.717 7.213

9 25.556 89.444- 3.720 88.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.500 2.389 5.678 5.597 6.931 12.510 _7.020 34.696 7.007

10 25.556 90.000 3.716 17.865 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.000 1.695 5.678 5.598 6.931 12.510 6.880 34.131 6.893

11 25.556 90.556 3.705 87.626 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.200 1.140 5.678 5.598 6.931 12.510 6.750 33.535 6.773

12 25.556 90.556 3.712 87.770 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.300 1.160 5.679 5.598 6.930 .12.510 _6.750 33.466 6.759

CALI2RATION FACTORS RESULTS OF
AN9 FLUID

VELOCITY CALIBRATICN AFTER CORRECTION FOM
TEMPERATURE

VARIATIONS IN FROBE RESISTANCE

02= 200.000
J TDES 131,4E VV VE LC (..:

R2. 40.000
1 87.7778, .1878 13.4765

VFCONO. 4.952
87.77711 .1793 12.0287

PACFAC. 0.
- 3 - 87.7778 - .1668. 10.3229

AREA= 39.632
4 87.7778 .1590 8.2602

01= .1369E+00
5 87.7778 .1525 6.9115

6 87.7778 -.1447 - 5.3249

7 87.7778 .1393 4.0951

87.7778 .1323 3.0637

9 87.7778 .1257 2.3894

to 87.7778 .1204 1.6952

- 11 87.7778 .1152 1.1/99

12 87.7778 .1158 1.1597



Channel 2, TDES = 93. 3333°C, Date --
J THGA9B THGWAT En-1ERN TEMP PACE V34

5 /26/77
V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP R1 EORIGE MFC EORIG

1 25.000 94.444 3.971 53.419 0.000 0.000 0.000 67.600 13.516 5.673 5.592 6.976 12.550 6.950 44.149 0.906

2 25.000 94.722 3.976 93.527 0.000 0.000 0.000 61.400 12.286 5.673 5.593 6.976 12.550 6.600 42.699 8.614

1 25.278 95.000 3.997 93.979 0.000 0.000 0.000 50.000 10.025 5.674 5.593 6.975 12.550 6.300 40.964 8.264

4 25.278 94.722 3.985 93.721 0.000 0.000 0.000 41.300 8.300 5.675 5.595 6.984 12.560 8.220 40.724 8.216

5 25.556 94.722 3.969 93.376 0.000 0.000 0.000 31.600 6.376 5.676 5.595 6.983 12.560 7.950 39.334 7.935

o 25.556 94.722 3.982 93.656 0.000 0.000 0.000 26.500 5.364 5.676 5.596 6.983 12.560 7.750 38.556 7.778

7 25.556 95.000 3.968 93.355 0.000 0.000 0.000 17.400 3.560 5.677 5.596 6.982 12.560 7.530 37.304 7.525

8 25.556 95.000 3.957 93.116 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.100 2.707 5.677 5.597 6.981 12.560 7.280 36.111 7.265

25.556 95.000 3.947 92.899 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.600 1.814 5.678 5.597 6.981 12.560 7.060 34.920 7.045

10 25.556 99.444 3.986 93.742 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.400 1.180 5.679 5.599 6.980 12.560 6.900 33.512 6.761

CALIBRATION FACTORS RESULTS OF VELOCITY CALISRATICN AFTER CORRECTION FOR VARIATIONS IN PROBE RESISTANCE
AID FLUID TFNPFRATUFE

R2. 200.000 J TDES IDNE VI VELCC
R2=. 40.000

1 93.3333 .2055 13.5162
VFCONV. 4.957

2 93.3333 .1930 12.2865
PACFAC. 0.

-93.3333 -.1414 ------10.0254--
AREA= 39.632

4 93.3333 .1711 8.2999
RT. .13696.00

5 93.3333 .1584 6.3760

4 93.3313 .1536 5.3645

7 93.3333 .1428 3.5596

a 93.3333 .1332 2.7067

9 - -- 93.3333 .1236 1.8142

. 10 93.3333 .1179 1.1795



Channel 2, TDES = 98.8889 C,
J TNGAMB THGNAT ETHERM TEMP PACE

Date

V34

-- 5 /25 /77

V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP RI EBRIGE VFC EBRIG

1 25.000 100.000 4.239 99.188 0.000 0.000 0.000 68.000 13.596 5.674 5.594 7.034 12.610 9.300 46.535 9.380

2 25.000 100.000 4.251 99.444 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.600 12.128 5.675 5.595 7.034 12.610 9.100 44.956 9.070

3 25.000 99.722 -4.231- 99.017 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 53.000 10.620 - 5.596 -7.033- 12.610-8.850 _43.923_114861_

4 25.278 100.000 4.231 99.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 45.900 9.212 5.676 5.596 7.032 12.610 8.680 43.084 8.692

5 25.556 100.000 4.231 99.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 35.100 7.070 5.677 5.597 7.032 12.610 8.340 41.731 8.419

6 25.556 100.000 4.235 99.103 - 0.000 0.000 -0.000 67.200 -13.437 5.677 . 5.597 .7.031 12.610 9.100 45.025_ ____ 94084.

7 25.556 100.000 4.237 99.145 0.000 0.000 0.000 26.100 5.285 5.678 5.598 7.031 12.610 8.050 39.862 8.042

8 25.556 100.000 4.230 98.996 0.000 0.000 0.000 17.700 3.619 5.678 5.598 7.030 12.610 7.720 38.394 7.746

9 25.556 100.000 4.231 99.017 0.000 - 0.000 -0.000 11.600 2.409 5.679 .. 5.599 7.030 12.610 7.400 36.884_ 7.441

10 25.556 100.556 4.226 98.910 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.600 1.814 5.680 5.600 7.029 12.610 7.200 35.784 7.219

11 25.556 101.111 4.212 98.609 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.100 1.318 5.680 5.600 7.029 12.610 7.070 35.152 7.092

12 25.556 102.778 - 4.115 97.812 0.000 _ 0.000 0.000 4.000 .902 5.681 5.601 -4.972 .610 6.930 34.567 6.974

CALI94ATION FACTORS RESULTS OF VELOCITY CALIBRATION AFTER CORRECTION FOR VARIATIONS IN FROBE RESISTANCE
ANC PLUTO TEMPERATURE

R2= 200.000

R3= 41.000

VFCONV= 4.957

PACFAC= O.

AREA= 39.632

RI= .1366E400

J TDES PNE 'AT VELCC
1 98.8889 .2233 13.5955

2 98.8889 .2103 12.1278

3 98.8889 .1984 10.6204

4 98.8889 .1916 9.2122

5 98.8889 .1798 7.0702

. 6 - 98.8889 .2108 13.4369

7 98.8889 .1655 5.2851

I 98.8889 .1533 3.6191

9 98.8889 .1415 2.4092

10 98.8889 .1333 1.5142

11 98.8889 .1272 1.3184

12 98.8889 .0031 .9018



Channel 2, TDES = 98. 888::EC, Date -- 5 /24/77
J THGAm0 THGmAT ETHERM TEMP V34 V25 FLOW VELOC RS RCABLE RP R1 E8RIG6 VFC E8RIG

1 25.000 95.849 4.230 98.996 0.000 0.000 0.000 68.500 13.695 5.172 5.591 7.027 12.600 3.750 43.351 8.726

2 25.000 98.889 4.218 98.738 0.000 0.000 0.000 60.400 12.088 5.672 5.592 7.027 12.600 8.500 42.195 3.494

4 25.556 98.889 4.215_98.674- 0.000 - 0.000 -0.000 52.000 10.422 5.672 _ 5.592 _ 7.027 12.600_ 8.300_ 41.086 ____8.270

4 25.556 98.889 4.206 98.480 0.000 0.000 0.000 43.600 8.756 5.673 5.592 7.026 12.600 8.100 40.268 8.106

S 25.556 98.899 4.215 98.674 0.000 0.000 0.000 36.800 7.407 5.675 5.595 7.024 12.600 7.820 38.699 7.781

CALI9RAT/ON

R2=

R3=

FACTORS RESULTS OF
440 FLUIO

200.000

VELOCITY CALIBRATION
TEMPERATURE

TDES

AFTER CORRECTION FOR

PNEW

VARIATIONS IN PROBE RESISTANCE

VELOC
43.000

1 98.8889 .1970 13.6947
4FCON4= 4.968

2 98.4889 .1849 12.0882
PACFAC= O.

3- - 98.4889 10.4221
49E42 39.632

.1749

4 98.8889 .16Y4 8.7561
RT= .1369E4.00

5 98.8889 .1569 7.4074
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APPENDIX C

Error Analysis

Because the calibration and use of the anemometer depends on

so many variables, it was felt that an uncertainty analysis was

needed to determine the accuracy of the results after data reduction.

The method to be used is called "functional uncertainty."

Bragg [81] gives the worst-case error in a variable y if y

depends on x1, x2, x3, :

"Dy6 y = 77.4x 6x1 a
Dy
x 6x2 + 6x3 + (G. 1)

21
Dx3

where 6 y, 6 xl, 6 xa, 6 x3, ... are expected errors. This formula

also has applications where 6 y, 6 x1' ... are confidence intervals.

The partial derivatives express the magnitude of the dependence of y

on a change in x..

Equation (C. 1) is pessimistic, however. The worst case is

considered. A better expression for the error is given by Bragg [8

1/2
6y = Py 6x1)2 + ((J.&. 6x2)2 + (LY 6 x3)2 + ...1 (C.2)px

1
1 6

3

Formulas will be derived below to estimate the errors

involved in calculating the corrected sensor power dissipation during

calibration and also errors for corrected sensor power dissipation

during field measurements.



C, 1. Calibration Error Analysis

R .
c2 1

R.' . Rc,1 c, s
Rfc, s

'Rc,
2 c

6 R .)
s 5 RI 2 + 6 R

2
( )

R' c, c, s
c, s c, s

c, Rc, s 6 R' )22 c, s
R'c, s
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(C. 1.1)

(C. 1.2)

. and R' were measured by TSI, and therefore 6 R' . and
c, 1 c, s c, 1

6 R' were not known. I assumed thatc, s

6 R' . 6 R'c,1 c, s
.c,1 c,s

0.05% (C.1.3)

which is the uncertainty for a good resistance bridge.

Rc,
s

RT Re

(6 R
c,

s)2
= (6 RT)2 + (6 Re)

-2

(C. 1.4)

(C. 1.5)

6 R
T 0.01 , after comparing readings made with our Leeds and

Northrup bridge, which was quite old, with a relatively new bridge.
36 Re will be neglected since it is much less than 10 ,c), , probably

about 10-4a. For the same reason, errors due to measurement of

the resistance of the octal connector in the three-pair anemometer

cable will also be neglected.



5 RI R3
R R

p R2 ,

5R
3

5R
1

R3
(5 R )2 ( 5 R1)2 + ( 6R2)2

R2

5R1
+ ( 6R3)2 + (6R

c i)2
R2

,
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(C. 1.6)

(C. 1.7)

5R = 2x10 -4R
1 1

5R2 ,_ 0.2.0.

5 R3 = 0.04,a (C.1.8)

The factor "5" is included because the indicated value of R1 on the

dial of the CONTROL RESISTANCE module is one-fifth of its actual

value in the circuit. This is due to the 5:1 bridge ratio.

FVFC
A, avg KVFC

FVFC 2
(SEA, avg)2 2

5 KVFC )

KVFC

VFC
5F )VFC

= 0.01 kHzOF VFC

EA

VFC FVFC calibrated

(C. 1.9)



[(5KVFC )
2

(
1

5EA)
VFC

2'

5F )2]+ (
EA

2 VFC
FVFC calibrated

5 EA = 0.001 EA + 0.001 volt
calibrated

= 0.01 kHz6 FVFC
calibrated

P a

2
EA, avg Rp

(R1 + R 3)z

2
EA,

avg Rp

(8Pa) 2 5EA, avg(R
1

+ R )
3

2

EA,

avg 6R )
((R1+R3)

2 p

2E2 R 2
A p 5R

1
(R

1
+R3)3

2
/2EA,

2
avf.r,

Rp
5 R3,\ R1+ R3)3

TP, d Tf, dPd -= Pa
p, a T a

153

(C. 1.13)

(C. 1.16)

(C. 1.17)

(C. 1.18)

Equation (C. 1. 18) is an empirical correction formula. bPd must be
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interpreted with this in mind. The author's experience with this

equation indicates it is useful only for Tf, within about 1. 1oC of

Tf Nearly all the calibration data fulfill this requirement. Note

that Tp,
d

and Tf,
d

are specified and are therefore not subject to

error.

6T 0.2°C

Tp,
a a

0 1
+ a R

p
,

which is an interpolation equation based on T versus R datap, a p

furnished by TSI.

6 Tp, a al 5Rp

So we have

TID, Tf, SPa)

Tp,
d - Tf,

d(SP )2
d

P (T - Tf, 2a p, d f, d 6T
(T Tf,p, a f, a

P
a (Tp,

d
Tf,

d)
2

(T Tf,
,

6T
13

p, a f, a

C.2. Field Measurement Error Analysis

(C. 1.21)

(C. 1.22)

The following equations of the previous section also apply to

field measurement error analysis: (C. 1. 1), (C. 1.2), (C. 1.3),
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(C. 1.4), C. 1.5), C. 1.6), C. 1.7), and (C. 1.8). The anemometer

output voltage EA is read directly from the analog meter on the

anemometer electronics panel. It is not averaged as during calibra-

tion. Also, the error contribution from the anemometer cable

connector is quite small, less than 10 -3 f-N
, so it will be neglected.

For the analog meter, SE
A

= 0.05 volts.

The equation for correcting the sensor power dissipation for

probe temperature variation is different for the field measurement

data than for the calibration data:

Tp,
d

Tf, aPd a Tp, a Tf, a

Tp,
d

is specified, and hence is not subject to error.

6 T
f, a 0.1°C

Tp, a al Rp (see section C. 1).

/T - T
(6Pd) p, d f, a2

1 T - T\ p, a f, a

IT T
2 r); d f, a

+ Pa
\(Tp, Tf,

a)2

1

Tp, a Tf,

2
2

(6 Tf,
a)

/Pa (T p, d .Tf, a) \ 2
2

6 T p, a\(Tp, Tf, a) j

(C.2.1)

(C.2.2)

(C.2.3)

(C.2.4)
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APPENDIX D

List of Instruments

Instrument

"Cat's Whisker" Spinner,
United States Geological Survey

Constant Temperature Anemometer,
Thermo-Systems, Model 1053B,
Serial No. 723

D.C. Null Detector, Leeds
and Northrup, Cat. No. 9834,
OSU No. XS73138

Differential Amplifier,
Tektronix, Type 2A63,
OSU No. 115841E

Digital Multimeter,
Keithley, Model 160B,
OSU No. 177036

Digital Multimeter, Fairchild,
Model 7050, Serial No. 4322

Electronic Counter, Hewlett-
Packard, Model 523DR,
OSU No. 166118

Electronic Counter, Monsanto,
Model 100A, OSU NO. 148666E

Hot-Film Anemometer Probe,
Thermo-Systems

Magnetic Spinner, United States
Geological Survey

Use

Preliminary well measure-
ments, vertical flow

Electronic control of
anemometer probe

Determine balance condition
of resistance bridge

Differential amplifier for
input to oscilloscope

Operational amplifier output
voltage measurement (meas-
urement of attenuated anemo-
meter output voltage signal)

Anemometer output voltage
measurement

Voltage-to-frequency con-
vertor frequency

Spinner frequency during spin-
ner calibration, turbinemeter
frequency during anemometer
calibration

Flow measurement in wells

Preliminary well measure-
ments, vertical flow



Instrument

Millivolt Potentiometer,
Leeds and Northrup, Model
8686, OSU No. 110540

Operational Amplifier,
Tektronix, Type "0" Plug-In
Unit, OSU No. 115854E

Power Supply, Thermo-
Systems, Model 1051-2

Resistance Bridge, Leeds and
Northrup, Cat. No. 4735,
Serial No. 1564940

Storage Oscilloscope,
Tektronix, Type 554,
OSU No. 132528E

Time Base, Tektronix, Type
2B67, OSU No. 132532E

Thermistor, Yellow Springs,
Model 44014

Turbinemeter, Potter, 1-inch,
OSU No. XS73154

Variable Decade Control
Resistor, Thermo-Systems,
Model 1056, Serial No. 355

Voltage-to-Frequency Con-
vertor, Dymec, Model 2211BR,
Serial No. 069

157
Use

Thermocouple voltage meas-
urement during anemometer
calibration

Amplification of turbinemeter
signal, attenuation of anemo-
meter output voltage

Anemometer output voltage
indicator and power supply
for constant temperature
anemometer module

Resistance measurement of
shorted cable leads

Observation of anemometer
output voltage waveform to
check for oscillation problems

Time base for oscilloscope

Well temperature measure-
ment during field anemometer
measurements

Flow measurement for anemo-
meter calibration system

Control resistance for con-
stant temperature anemometer

Conversion of operational
amplifier output voltage to a
proportional frequency for
voltage averaging


